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Introduction:
Poets on Punk

The ways in which a lot of sexism, racism, homophobia, and xenophobia
became present in the very thing that was supposed to admonish them.
Included in this collection is autobiographical writing, visual art,
poems, hybrid forms and missives designed to probe the idea of what
“punk” actually means, how it can function within different communities,
and also where it falls short. We hope that this is less a celebration of an
art form and more a complex conversation around the joys and struggles
of living against the grain.
-Jamie and Grant

Jamie Townsend & Grant Kerber

Like any good mixtape or garage band, this anthology came together on a whim shared between friends. When we first met to talk about
potentially putting together a collection we agreed that there’s a dearth
of writing that examines the connections between poetry and the various
subcultures that both inform and intersect with it. As writers whose work
is informed by underground music we wanted to see the type of content a
topic as broad as “punk” could cultivate. Our aim was to capture a panoply of punk moments that were lived-in, pieces that captured experiences
and opinions of people we knew whose lives had been affected by the
culture, its music, its politics, its attitude.
Our desire for Libertines in the Ante-Room of Love is that it functions
as a meeting place for a variety of methods that address the musics and
cultures of punk and poetry in a way that is apart from standard music
journalism or critical writing. We imagined this not as a book of essays
per se, but a collection of different engagements with punk as a cultural
idea or a way of being in the world. A philosophy which rejects the idea of
authority as truth, which embraces weirdos and outcasts of all kinds and
gives them a reason to make a lot of noise together.
We also felt it important to highlight the problematics of punk:
The way in which its brash and bratty rebellion was so quickly codified,
becoming a ragged clone of the culture it was supposedly railing against.
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Punk Map Scream
Sara Larsen

Poetry subculture and punk subculture are so similar. When I was
into punk, especially Riot Grrrl punk, in high school and after, the whole
culture was defined by DIY, do-it-yourself. Zines, bands, record labels,
whether you could play your instrument or not, everything was defined
by the ethic that if you were doing it outside of dominant mainstream-y
deadening culture and corporate exploitation, it was fucking good. It felt
like everyone had a band or a record label or screen-printed t-shirts or all
of the above. Like everyone xeroxed their own fugitive publications (zines)
and traded them with everyone else. I sent out so many zines in the mail
to people who I only knew through the mail. Back in the ‘90s, I once
asked Aaron Cometbus through the mail if I could reprint something
from his famed longtime zine Cometbus in whatever zine I was printing at
the time and got a little postcard back that said something like “no, write
your own shit”. That was punk. Stark but empowering. I did write my
own shit. I’m still writing my own shit.
My first show was Fugazi, and it was 1992 or ‘93 maybe, at the Trocadero in Philly. It cost $5, as Fugazi shows always did. It was all-ages and
packed and sweaty and so fucking exciting. From there, I hurled into the
punk scene and got especially into Riot Grrrl bands like Bikini Kill (my
all-time faves), Huggy Bear, Team Dresch, The Fakes, Bratmobile, and
Heavens To Betsy. I’m pretty sure I found out about Bikini Kill in Sassy
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magazine. I loved the Kill Rock Stars label, so whatever they put out I
liked mostly. Or K Records or Chainsaw or…
So you see how it’s like poet subculture, right, or do I need to say
more? There’s little recognition, it exists outside of mainstream life, it
rejects dominant culture (well, not all poetry subculture really does, but
some). Following presses like following record labels. Packed, tiny venues for readings and shows. I don’t know. I just recognize that I had a
template for engaging in poetry subculture when I think about the time
I was a punk. It prepared me to do it myself, do it with others, engage
and organize and gift where we are often taught to follow and compete
and consume. It’s not all perfect, not by far. Especially when it comes to
inclusivity and who gets to speak and who gets a platform. There’s a lot
of unsolved issues, still a lot of work to do, a lot of engagement that is
perhaps not comfortable, not easy. But it has to be done. And engaging
means engaging in all aspects, I think.
Punk mapped out something for me early in my life about this
community stuff, showed me not only that I could make art and zines
and bands and outfits and trade them with everyone but that I definitely
SHOULD do those things, and fuck all the rest of the world that would
like to see each and every one of us drown in capitalism, divisions, oppressions and banalities. Life is also exhilarating and good and loud and if you
want to scream some words, go ahead and scream some fucking words!
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else who’s had their fifteen minutes? Say, Richard Burton and Liz Taylor,
or the now-forgotten writer of “Windy,” the dippy ‘60s hit that’s referenced in the opening bars?

Part-Time Punks:
The Television Personalities

Poor Bill Grundy
they said he had too much to drink
they said that he just could not think straight
he set them up they knocked him down
where’s Bill Grundy now?
And all the newspapers did smile
they spread the story out for miles
till Richard and Liz get married again
where’s Bill Grundy now?

Rodney Koeneke

Where’s Dan Treacy Now?
The Television Personalities won a footnote in punk history with
“Where’s Bill Grundy Now?,” a 1978 novelty single about the Sex Pistols’
infamous television appearance—in which Steve Jones shocked a nation
by calling the host “a fucking rotter” live on the BBC—that manages to
mention the band not once.
On the surface, the song’s a little triumphalist and smug. Grundy—
old, drunk, sneering, square—gets mocked for being on the wrong side
of history (or is it only celebrity?) while the Sex Pistols are world-famous
now, no need to even name them:
He got his photo in the news
but he had to suffer their abuse
he led them on now he must go
where’s Bill Grundy now?
But read another way, the lyrics also express a kind of pity for “poor Bill
Grundy,” and by extension others like him consigned to the footnotes
in pop culture’s cruel annals. It’s a theme Dan Treacy, TVP’s leader and
songwriter, would return to throughout his career. Was Grundy entirely to
blame? Isn’t he as much a victim of fashion and a fickle media as anyone
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With a light touch, Treacy’s throwaway single implies that punk
and the Pistols aren’t the end of civilization as we know it, or the anarchic
“negation of all social facts” Greil Marcus heard; just more grist for the
tabloids. And that the machinery of the spectacle is most exposed not by
those it lifts up, but through who it forgets.
I Know Where Syd Barrett Lives
A similar feeling for the sweetbitter tang of pop obscurity drives the
Television Personalities’ most notorious track, 1981’s “I Know Where Syd
Barrett Lives”:
He was very famous
once upon a time
and no one cares
even if he’s alive (we do!)
but I know where he lives
and I visit him
in a little hut
by the edge of the wood
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I’m not sure what odd twist of fate put this record into the hands of Pink
Floyd’s David Gilmour, or inspired him on the strength of it to invite
TVP to open for him at a London gig. But in his own Bill Grundy moment, Dan Treacy gave out Barrett’s home address from the stage at the
very first show and the band got sacked from the tour.
Not exactly the Pistols at Winterland. Or even its footnote. But
Gilmour and Bill Graham’s Winterland Ballroom, both symptoms of ‘60s
bloat, were dinosaurs ripe for renouncing. By comparison, Barrett’s forgottenness—his own mysterious renunciation of the limelight—amounts
in the song to a form of holiness. In Syd’s little hut in the woods, Treacy
imagines having “tea, sausages and beans” with his idol, “a little man in a
little house” inside the niche of the little tune Dan’s written to bring him
down to size.
“I Know Where Syd Barrett Lives,” with its twee bird chirps and
falsetto sighs, earned TVP a reputation as a “psychedelic” band, but what’s
more punk than shrinking your heroes back to human scale? Giving out
Syd’s address was maybe less a rebel yell than a plea to tear down the wall
that divides performer from fan, artist from audience. If punk’s about
forming your own band after you’ve seen mine, then TVP’s gaffe, like the
song itself, could be read as a wish for access and equality (even stars have
homes) against all the forces out to set “creatives” above consumers.
David Hockney’s Diaries
That little “we do!” in “I Know Where Syd Barrett Lives” is typical;
in many of his songs, Dan Treacy casts himself in the role of rememberer.
Bill Grundy, Syd Barrett, yesteryear’s Mods in their paisley shirts, childhood television shows like Jackanory, quick musical allusions to “Eight
Miles High” or “Windy,” cover versions of neglected ‘60s tunes like “Making Time” and “Painter Man”—anything uncool, outdated, and beyond
the sordid reach of the present might wander into a TVP song, which
lends a hazy, backward-looking quality to Treacy’s writing, nostalgic for a
time that never quite was. (That punk itself would become another object
of nostalgia is an irony—an inevitability—that wouldn’t be lost on him.)
Even the band’s most hard-hitting political numbers shy away from
trendy causes and burning issues. While the Clash took on hot wars in

Central America or rocked the newsy casbah, TVP imagined the inner
hellscape of a Vietnam vet, home for years but still fighting Nixon’s war
in the telling titled “Back to Vietnam.” (“Do we have to go through it all
again?/it’s all the same: Vietnam, Korea/First World War, Argentina, Falkland Islands/another war, what is it for?”) Where Elvis Costello rocked
against racism in the streets of late-‘70s London, Treacy sang tenderly of
marching with the tweedy Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament:
And I know you think I’m young and naive
because I go on CND marches
well that’s my decision
I think that you’re the one who’s naive
if you believe all the things you see
on television1
Songs like “For King and Country” and “Mentioned in Despatches,” cast from the same mold as the Kinks’ “Some Mother’s Son,” read like
notes from a twentieth-century any-war, replete with medals and “military ornaments,” government letters and grieving mothers. (“He’s soon
forgotten like so many others.”) It’s as if Treacy could only work up punk’s
rage to change the world by training his lens on a bygone one, through
which, exactly because of its distance, he’s able to find some purchase on
the times he’s compelled to live in. (“But just like life/there’s a good beginning/but there is no middle/so you may as well skip to the end.”2)
But for all their attraction to the obscured and left behind, Treacy’s
songs also reflect a longing to be recognized. Part of their appeal is how
nakedly they express, through sound as much as lyric sense, the outsider’s
desperation to be seen. In other artists, the same urge can lead to aggression or boasting, an eagerness to tear down any system that won’t validate
their own self-worth. Treacy, the former Catholic schoolboy, assumes a
more worshipful, even abject posture. “I want to wear the finest shoes,” he
sings in “David Hockney’s Diaries,” “and drink the finest wine”; wants to
1 “A Sense of Belonging,” The Painted Word (Illuminated Records, 1984).
Though the anarcho-punk group Crass worked to revitalize the movement in the early ‘80s,
and membership swelled during Thatcher’s regime, Crass founder Penny Rimbaud also noted the
“desolate Puritanism” of the CND leadership at the time.
2 “Jackanory Stories,” …And Don’t the Kids Just Love It (Rough Trade, 1980).
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fly the world in a private plane, be in magazines, see his paintings hang in
galleries:
I want the world to stop and stare
whenever it sees me
but most of all I want to be
in David Hockney’s diaries
It’s a funny, hyperbolic inversion, prizing the footnote in another artist’s
diary over the clichéd trappings of celebrity. The same humor’s at work in
“Where’s Bill Grundy Now?”: compare two disproportionate things (Bill
Grundy or the Sex Pistols, celebrity or a mention in Hockney’s diaries)
and perversely choose the lesser. Rebellious in a sly way, like humor often
is—fame and the media glare get taken down a few pegs in both songs.
But there’s not the sense TVP’s calling for anything as macho or “punk”
as a transvaluation of all values. Instead their songs work from an oblique,
idiosyncratic moral scale, like an Oscar Wilde epigram. (Wilde on his
deathbed: “That wallpaper is hideous, and one of us has to go.” Cited by
John Lydon as “the bravest thing I ever heard.” Wilde as the secret fairy
godmother of punk?3)
Treacy’s songs are subversive in the way Victorian aesthetes were subversive: walking lobsters on leashes through the bourgeois gardens of the
Tuileries; or strolling Piccadilly with a poppy or femme lily; or raving with
a pistol, like Baudelaire in the 1848 Revolution, demanding “we must go
shoot [his stepfather] General Aupick.” I’d wager that Treacy—writer of
“In a Perfumed Garden,” “Magnificent Dreams,” “La Grande Illusion,”
“The Painted Word,” and, of course, “A Picture of Dorian Gray”—would
feel right at home in that company, confronting society’s pieties with the
wry private gesture, not the primal public scream.

3 Quoted in Peter Ross, “How I became Johnny Rotten,” Street Roots, September 17th, 2015. Lydon
again: “Oscar Wilde turned the world upside down and was able to laugh at it, and hopefully by the
time I’m 120 and worn out, that’s what I will achieve.” “76 minutes with…John Lydon,” The Guardian, May 31st, 2012.
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The Glittering Prizes
1976, the miracle year of British punk, also saw the premiere of a
landmark series on the BBC, The Glittering Prizes. In it Frederic Raphael,
an author now slipping into an obscurity Dan Treacy might savor, dramatized his college years at Cambridge in the 1950s. American-born and
Jewish, Raphael was an oddity among the sniffy High Tables and starchy
May Balls. It’s anyone’s guess whether Treacy ever watched it, but he lifted
the title for one of his finest songs:
In the past I always tried
but I never got
amongst the glittering prizes
put it down
to confidence
or something trendy
like an emotional complex
Pretty soon I’m gonna change
pretty soon I’m gonna change
pretty soon I’m gonna change
you won’t recognize me
Another ‘recognition’ tune, another swipe at the trendy present. And
while Cambridge and the lofty careers Raphael’s classmates ascend to are
out of reach for the likes of Treacy, who grew up in council housing in
Chelsea, his “Glittering Prizes” also features a young outsider sizing up his
prospects:
Wear a clean shirt every day
and I quite enjoy my job as an office boy
but the novelty begins to fade
‘cause I never get the chance
to play with executive toys
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Enjoys his job? Contrast that with the snarling indignation of the Clash in
“Career Opportunities”:
They offered me the office, offered me the shop
they said I better take anything they got
do you wanna make tea at the BBC
do you wanna be, do you really wanna be a cop?
Career opportunity the one that never knocks
every job they offer you’s to kick you off the dock
career opportunity the one that never knocks
Put side-by-side, the sentiments seem reversed. It’s Treacy, you’d
think, who ought to be raging against dead-end jobs and Joe Strummer,
foreign service brat and son of Robert Ralph Mellor, M.B.E., who should
have the clean shirt and corporate situation. From their earliest EP, TVP
poked fun at punk’s down-class pretensions:
They play their records very loud
they pogo in the bedroom
in front of the mirror
but only when their mum’s gone out
they pay five pence on the buses
and they never use toothpaste
but they got two fifty
to go and see the Clash4
Former TVP Jowe Head reads Treacy’s early “14th Floor” as another
variation on the theme: “They lived on the seventh floor, not the 14th, as
he suggested on his debut single. ‘14th Floor’ scanned better in verse of
course! One could interpret that song as a satire on punk rock clichés of
the time, I suppose.”5 Could Treacy’s “I quite enjoy my job as an office

boy” be read the same way? Did he have “Career Opportunities,” or the
stock punk attitudes behind it, in his sights?
But there’s attitude in Treacy’s lines, too. Novelty fades, the glass
ceiling looms. For how many of us in the information age has TVP aged
better here than the Clash? The thought of governments handing out
jobs to thin the dole, with so little of it left now, feels almost quaint. The
problem today’s what to do when Big Tech picks your town, or small
business leaves it (or your job’s outsourced to bots). The roster of crap jobs
the Clash call out—“Bus driver! Ambulance man! Ticket inspector! I don’t
understand”—scan well but lack the cultural presence of the tedious office
gig, with its plush surface (clean shirts and desk toys) but soul-sucking
undertow. On the despair of modern work, TVP’s closer to their more
dandyish post-punk contemporaries, the Smiths:
I was looking for a job, and then I found a job
And heaven knows I’m miserable now6
In both songs, bright sonic textures mirror and mock the glittering
promise of capitalist opportunity, even for those near the bottom. Were
the Clash also mocking—a little self-mocking—when they re-did “Career Opportunities” with a sunny keyboard and off-pitch child’s vocal on
Sandinista!? By 1984, it’s not impossible they’d lifted a page from the TVP
playbook.
Frederic Raphael meant his title ironically. As his characters live
out their post-university lives, they learn the prizes weren’t so glittering
after all. I doubt Dan Treacy really dreamed of executive toys, either. The
song’s critique takes aim at the self, not the system. It’s the speaker’s own
“complex” holding him back; the determination to change lies squarely
in his own hands. If not today, he’ll get his act together “pretty soon.” (St.
Augustine: “Lord make me good, but not yet.”) Or maybe the idea is he’s
already made the change the song longs for—our office boy’s formed the
band that’s playing the tune we’re listening to, the prize he wanted most
all along.

4 “Part Time Punks,” (1978)
5 Quoted in Joseph Earp, “The Missing Man of Music: A Search For The Elusive Dan Treacy Of
Television Personalities”, The Brag, July 26th, 2016.
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6 The song’s title—“Heaven Knows I’m Miserable Now”—is a play on Sandi Shaw’s 1969 bubblegum
single “Heaven Knows I’m Missing Him Now,” a very ‘TVP’ appropriation.
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If I Could Write Poetry
Robert Duncan liked to describe himself as a “derivative poet.” He
thought the art consisted of a long chain of masters in which he aspired to
be just one link; the breakthroughs we demand of modern artists upset his
sense of an eldritch poetic tradition. Dan Treacy’s derivative in a similar
way. His chord changes and guitar sounds hew so closely to those of his
‘60s heroes that in a blindfold test, you’d be forgiven for mistaking them
for misplaced demos from the Velvet Underground, the Creation, or the
early Who.7
But they’d have to be demos. The most obviously “punk” feature
of TVP is their bedsit, DIY amateurism. Jowe Head remembers a single
rehearsal in his whole time with the band, and their shambolic live shows
were legendary. TVP co-founder Ed Ball describes one gig that involved
dry ice, “three mediums, a trance pianist, an automatic writer and a
telepath” with the band serving bananas, coffee, and other substances to
the audience from “a soft drugs trolley.” Alan McGee recounts a 1981
TVP show with forty audience members milling around onstage while the
band painted pictures, screened home movies, recited poetry and “turned
the stage into a ‘60s cafe set.”8 Besides enacting the fantasy at the heart
of “I Know Where Syd Barrett Lives,” TVP’s “happenings” also point to
Treacy’s polymorphous artistic ambitions. His songs draw you in because
so many of them sound like they’d rather be something else. They pose as
incidental and playful, not the “real” art his lyrics so often celebrate:
If I wanted to I’d write a
book but it would take some time
spend my life writing poetry
thinking of words that had to rhyme
I just haven’t got the time.
7 “How Did the Velvet Underground Get That Sound?” Treacy muses in a track from 2006’s My Dark
Places, a question he’d answered in his VU soundalike from twenty-two years before, “Stop and Smell
the Roses.”)
8 Liner notes to Fire Records’ 2016 re-release of TVP’s 1981 Mummy You’re Not Watching Me.
Some flavor of a TVP performance comes through in the video for “The Painted Word,” which
features the band playing congas, a toy guitar, a tasseled trumpet, maracas, and performing a brief
masked pantomime while Treacy reads from a book titled Pop Art surrounded by framed paintings.
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I can’t be bothered to think of words
that have to rhyme.9
It’s not art about art exactly—the academic curse—but art about
wanting to be an artist. Or, more exactly, about the daydream of being an
artist. “Painting By Numbers,” “Lichtenstein Painting,” “David Hockney’s
Diaries,” “If I Could Write Poetry”: the titles themselves announce what
their singer would rather have achieved. The sense that the song we’re
left with is a consolation prize, the work of an artist manque who lacks
the talent or drive to accomplish what he wants to, turns out to be oddly
consoling. What we’re given—the lo-fi rattle, the artless vocals, the imitative sound world—will have to suffice. And considering where the songs
ended up (on the radio, with John Peel and David Gilmour, with listeners
from the future a continent away), it did. That might be the moral of
TVP’s story and the punk moment that spawned them: The dream to be
an artist is enough to make you one. It worked for Dan Treacy. Why not
you?
A Sense of Belonging
In “14th Floor,” TVP’s first single, the misery of life on a council
estate is that the speaker doesn’t know any of his neighbors:
I’ve lived here for seven years now
but I don’t know anyone
I think the bloke next door is a Jamaican
but he could be an Irishman
and life’s no fun in a tower block
when you’re locked behind your door
I think I must
have had enough
of living on the 14th floor

9 “The Painted Word,” The Painted Word (Illuminated Records, 1984).
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That tower block could be the whole of England. Or anyplace else
in the urbanized West, where individualism’s curdled to isolation, loneliness, and anomie. Its antidote’s the mosh pit. Or the benefit show. Or
any other form of sociality punk promotes, but won’t sell: forming bands,
swapping tapes, posting flyers, stapling zines, “BECAUSE we must take
over the means of production in order to create our own moanings.”10
My favorite TVP song is the unabashedly heartfelt “A Sense of Belonging.” Like any cure, it starts with diagnosis:
Once there was confidence
but now there is fear
once there was laughter
but now only tears
once there were reasons
for our optimism
but now we’re all drowning in
a sea of cynicism
The singer goes on to describe a remedy he may only half-believe in:
But I hope and I pray in my own naive way
that one day we can reach some
sort of understanding
try a little more sharing
try a little more giving
might find a sense of belonging
might find a sense of belonging
“Naive” because up against the world he finds himself in, his prayer feels
bare and inadequate. (The best prayers always do.) The song’s about the
threat of nuclear holocaust, but the real danger’s the self-satisfied indifference of the people around him, walled off in their informed despair:
I think that you’re the one who’s naive
if you believe all the things you see

on television—it’s all propaganda
and like a fool you accept it
and like a fool you ignore it
why don’t you try and stop it
to try and find a sense of belonging
What fuels the fools’ acceptance is a life lived through the numbing prism
of screens, psychic equivalent of the isolated flats in “14th Floor”:
I know you watch World In Action and Panorama
and to you it’s just another soap opera drama
it can’t happen here
have a nice cup of tea and we’ll all stay calm
and we’ll come to no harm in our nice
warm underground shelters
It’s a curious twist, linking a problem as global as nuclear annihilation to something as private and inward as a “sense of belonging.” But
the connection’s maybe not so naive at all. The fear of impending apocalypse—nuclear, economic, environmental, take your pick—keeps us
frozen and turned away from each other. It tempts us to value the world
on our screens over the people around us. And while we’re all attuned to
the need for solidarity and collective resistance, the song makes me think
how many of our communal acts, from protests to punk shows to poetry
readings, are ends in themselves, self-fulfilling wishes to find that missing
sense there’s a somewhere we belong. What if that, Treacy asks, were resistance enough?
He knows how outmoded and hippie it sounds to pit “sharing” and
“giving” against violence and fear. But that doesn’t take the edge off his
anger at the cynicism of the au courant. And it doesn’t blunt his conviction that the one thing needful is to leave the flat, or the flatscreen, or the
“underground shelter” of the tech-swaddled self to try and live for something larger:

10 “The Riot Grrrl Manifesto”, Bikini Kill Zine 2 (1991)
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I’m only asking for one thing
just want a sense of belonging
no more weapons and no more wars
no more violence
what’s it all for anyway?
I don’t really believe a sense of belonging could end weapons and wars.
But for the length of the song, I want to. For me, punk rock is about
expanding your sense of what’s possible. That’s sloppy and simple, but so
was TVP. And I feel less alone when I listen.11

For
Kathleen Hanna
Hannah Kezema

I found the unpolished edges
jutting and jagged
crystalline crown
drone of metallic lipstick sound
in the alone place of young bones
feral feminine grind
fearing no verticality
strips the suits and buildings
Rebel Girl soothed to heavy
metal from mom’s old boyfriend’s
shitty boombox
the catharsis of screaming is appealing
to silent grunge grievers
scheming faraway cities and beaches
I was an awful teenager

11 We don’t know where you are Dan, but this last golden footnote’s for you.
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who else wails like Kathleen
I hear the revolution in her hips
it took too long to find the girls
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in that world of cigarette school lunch
and everyone’s daddy’s money
had no daddy or fence
but a quiet back screen door at dawn
mom had two guitars
never learned chords
we’d compare scars and slam
doors that never locked
I rocked myself on sleepless nights
to songs I couldn’t speak
feet touched the subway track
let’s pretend we own the world today
dad looked like Cobain
my religion and waning memory
like impossible conversations with cocaine
friends on fire
escapes or always driving
smoking at the gas station
quarters for bloody knuckles
screaming in sweaty basements
above the trebled reverb

really sleeping in drinking
friends’ parents’ cheap
beer and schnapps
homework mosh pits
dating too many musicians
just wanted to start a riot
for every maudlin heartbreak
wanted to kiss the girls and not
talk about it
an image from a long long time ago
is haunting me
drowned out the noise with glitter
shards from pearl revolvers
spraying across the dark highway
rupturing all boredom and goodbye
blood becomes the drums and shred
she is not a dream but a howling morning
I’m dancing in a bedroom

I tried to learn the scribbled-on
bass bequeathed to me between
tower record trips
unearthed anger
crash in the morning
clash of sunlight hangover
I can’t say everything about it
in just one single song
that grainy tape recorder
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The End of the
Avenida
Shane Anderson

The night punk is said to have died it was minus three degrees in the
East German town half an hour south of Berlin. A man with long strands
of turquoise and persimmon hair was shouting words he had memorized
or improvised on the stage of a venue on a street named after one of the
fathers of communism. With the microphone wrapped around his right
forearm and his left leg perched on top of the floor monitor, he was shirtless and sweating despite the frigid conditions, and this was no different
than any of the other nights he had spent on stage in other venues in other cities in the “new states” of the Federal Republic of Germany, where he
and his bandmates had played on again and off again for more than two
and a half decades. Whether he and his bandmates had played anti-fascist
punk concerts in Rostock or Chemnitz or Leipzig since the Iron Curtain
had been lifted, his shirtlessness was de rigueur, as the saying goes, but it
was not, following the translation, “required.” In fact, the night punk is
said to have died, it was anything but desired.
“Punk died in Potsdam” is how the media reported on the man’s
concert being canceled a week before Christmas but this is somewhat misleading. Not only because the man’s anti-fascist punk band was allowed
to finish playing their concert at the venue on a street named after one
of the father’s of communism but also because there was only a single
newspaper that reported on it. When the newspaper Junge Freiheit (Young
Freedom) wrote about punk allegedly dying because of this allegedly can-
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celed concert, they expressed their distress. According to them, the death
of punk was not far from the death of freedom of speech, a foundation of
democracy. Young Freedom referenced The Exploited’s “punk’s not dead”
in the first sentence of the article out of defiance and had a film still of a
topless actor in the Sex Pistols biopic above it. Young Freedom then quoted
at length from a statement from the venue on a street named after one of
the fathers of communism. The venue wanted to provide “a safe space in
which forms of discrimination, molestation and triggering are avoided
as much as possible.” And the man had violated this raison d’être despite their previous agreement of non-shirtlessness. Since the man in the
anti-fascist punk band was unwilling to show them the respect they asked
for, it meant the after-party would have to be canceled.
For the man from the anti-fascist punk band with the exposed torso
this outcome must have been almost unthinkable. Not only had he exposed his torso on a number of other stages in a number of other cities in
the new states of the Federal Republic of Germany for around a quarter of
a century but he had also been raised in a country that no longer existed
where nakedness, unlike punk, was anything but illegal. Whole families
vacationed in the towns outside of Rostock and played ball games naked
on the Baltic beaches. People sunbathed without their tops and bottoms
in the parks of Chemnitz as well as around the small man-made lakes
outside of Leipzig. He could surely remember multiple occasions when he
had seen, even quite recently, the breasts of women or the uncircumcised
penises of men as they laid flat on some hilly incline, such as in a park
near the castle whose English translation would be “without worry” in
Potsdam. As someone from the country that no longer existed, nakedness
in public was part of his cultural heritage and it would be safe to assume
that such nakedness was also the cultural heritage of the venue. For, even
if the staff had not been raised in the country that no longer existed, they
had aligned themselves with other collectives in this town in the new
state of the Federal Republic of Germany that were punk-leaning and the
history of punk was full of men and women who were shirtless.
The venue on a street named after one of the father’s of communism, however, was more interested in the future than in history and
for them, according to Young Freedom, “the discussion about a t-shirt is
directly linked to the fight for utopia.” This is where it gets confusing. The
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name of the newspaper, Young Freedom, would seem to suggest that the
newspaper aligns itself with the ethos of punk and even with the anti-fascist band it was defending and this would explain why the newspaper
is often confused at newsstands with the newspaper Junge Welt (Young
World), a communist newspaper that originates from the country that no
longer exists. Young Freedom, however, has a very different readership than
Young World. Young Freedom represents the far right, the alt-right or even
the “avant-garde of the New Right.” Confusing as it is that a conservative
newspaper would defend punk and a band with anti-fascist leanings, it
is even more confusing that Young Freedom only reported on the alleged
death of punk seven months after the exposed torso had negated the
after-party before Christmas.
When I learned about all this, almost two years later, after googling
the concert at a pizza place around the corner from the sports facility
where I play basketball with a team on Wednesdays, I felt like this late
reporting was an ideological move during the slow summer months
of reporting news, and I said as much to one of my teammates on the
basketball team while we were drinking beer at the pizza place around the
corner from the sports facility after practice. He didn’t know whether it
was ideological or not, he just thought it was shit that the party had been
canceled. He vowed he would never go to the location again and I tried to
remember how we started to talk about the concert in the first place but
failed to. The single beer was going to my head after practicing basketball
and not eating dinner, and I was somewhat agitated. I couldn’t somehow
let it go and so the next week when I was drinking beer at the pizza place
around the corner from the sports facility with my teammates who aren’t
really my teammates since I only show up for practice on Wednesday
evenings at the sport facility and haven’t been granted the status by the
others to play in the games on the weekends for reasons that have never
been clear to me, I asked this teammate, a term I will continue to use as
shorthand, why he thought the newspaper would report on news that
was no longer news and why, given their position, they hadn’t pushed
the dagger into the heart and remarked on the irony of the venue on the
street named after a father of communism being called Spartacus. After
all, Spartacus, a Roman slave who rebelled against oppression, was often
portrayed in films as having an exposed torso. My teammate didn’t have

an answer a week after he first reported on the canceled after-party to me
at the pizza place around the corner from the sports facility. He thought it
was weird to be at the venue before Christmas where the festive occasion
ended so suddenly and it was weirder still that I brought it up the next
time we talked after practice.
As we drank beer together that second week at the pizza place I tried
to make an analogy. Last Wednesday, a poem that had been erased from
the façade of a vocational university for social work, public health and
early childhood education in Berlin had been reinstated on the façade of
a housing cooperative some six hundred meters away from the vocational
school. I mentioned to my teammate that a poem entitled “avenidas” had
been replaced by a poem by Barbara Köhler on the façade of the vocational school since the poem “avenidas” was interpreted by the students at the
vocational school as “reproducing the patriarchal tradition of art where
women are the muses that inspire men to acts of creativity.” The women
at the vocational school that was founded by Alice Solomon, a strong
advocate of women’s rights and social justice, didn’t want to see the poem
“avenidas,” which they found sexist, every morning when they entered
the school building, so they had it erased and replaced. And then, out of
protest, a housing collective installed the poem “avenidas” on the façade
of their own building as they agreed with the poet who wrote “avenidas”
that the erasure was an “attack on the freedom of art and poetry.”
I compared the pushback of the representative of the housing collective near the vocational school who had expressed his annoyance with
political correctness to how the newspaper Young Freedom had portrayed
the end of the after-party and I wondered what would compel people to
write and act with such disdain for others when these other people were
only trying to live a life they found worthy. I said this but I didn’t say that
I guessed it had to do with fear, the fear of an old world disappearing and
the new one not including them in it as well as with the indolence of not
wanting to change in an ever-changing world. My teammate didn’t see the
connection between the two or didn’t want to since he was much more
interested in his phone, so I asked him how a housing collective went
about such decisions. I knew my teammate also belonged to a housing
collective in a nearby part of the city. I was particularly curious about
who would pay for the new addition to the poem “avenidas” the housing
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collective had made, the lights that would illuminate the poem at night in
its original Spanish and also illuminated a German translation, which had
been added. My teammate said he wasn’t interested in poetry and guessed
that someone at the other housing collective must be. Then he joined the
other conversation the other teammates were having about an annoying
meeting a number of them had attended that day about preventing school
shootings taking place at their workplace, which they found unlikely since
we live in the Federal Republic of Germany. The teammate I had been
talking to, a teacher like many of the other members of the team, had
even worn his special socks that morning that read “This Meeting” on one
sock and “Is Bullshit” on the other sock in English. He showed them to
me and I laughed half-heartedly even though I didn’t think it was funny.
The next morning I quit the team. It wasn’t this latest discussion
about the death of punk, erased poems and school shootings at the pizza
place around the corner from the sports facility that led me to this decision, although it did highlight many of the differences that were already
apparent in their WhatsApp messages to the team’s group chat that were
full of entitlement and bickering. I quit the team because some of the
players had played quite rough the night before but called a foul any time
you even looked at them and others complained about no one remembering the plays during the games I wasn’t invited to attend but were unable
to execute the plays properly during practice either. When I woke up with
a bruise on my hip from one of the dirtier players pinching me on defense
I had had enough. I no longer believed the things I heard the few times
I went with them to the pizza place around the corner from the sports
facility, including the apologies from one of the dirtier players, who also
invited me to a beer for errant elbows. I no longer wanted to engage with
my now former teammates who were never really my teammates since it
was naïve of me to think change could come so easily. Violence would
come the next week and then be smoothed over in the locker room with
attempted hand slaps or back pats or winks. Rubbing ointment on my
hip, it occurred to me that a bad conscience can only be stopped by stopping the actions. Tolerance should not be tolerated like violence. Alliances
matter. And defiance cannot exclude concentration. Otherwise, punk has
reached the end of the avenida. If it has, may it live on in a new form in a
new spirit, a spirit of love.
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Against Isolation:
Punk Persuasions
Andrea Abi-Karam

I started out by trying to think through all of my experiences in
punk through the lens of being a poet & then I flipped it & started
thinking about all of my experiences in poetry through the lens of being a
punk & I actually couldn’t pull them apart—it was an exercise in detaching a limb from the socket & then trying to count the pulse at wrist of
what was left. Like pulling apart the connections—instead of detangling
the knot into clean lines—left a web etched in absence. Instead of writing
about scenes through the lens of a different, often overlapping scene, I
began to think of spaces, particularly contested spaces, where they could
cohere.
There’s nothing inherently punk about a reading at a bookstore,
which is ultimately a commercial space. But there’s something to be said
about the invitation: to share space with an event that will certainly not
turn a profit for the store. Sharing resources (space, poetry) is an important node in the sticky & sweaty web of punk.
I’m not really into defining things in a fixed way, ex. what is punk?
what is queer? what is trans? what is poetry? Maybe I can aggregate some
moments that convey the feeling.
I think the activation of punk x poetry occurs at the site of the
contested space: the reading at the squat that’s a fundraiser for plumbing
repairs, the reading that happens at Occupy ICE, the reading series that
fundraises for political prisoners’ commissary funds, all readings that rise
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out of political x survival urgencies. All sites being hostile architectures
not intended for readings, not intended for organizing, intended instead
for rising rents & one-way traffic through the financial district.
Not everyone’s a poet, not everyone’s a punk, but everyone present
is connected to each other & driven by a desire & need for a better world
sought out through this matrix of radical collectivity, assembling in a public space. How to reinterpret, reinvent public spaces that are so specifically
designed to quell assembly & revolt through infrastructure? Inhabit them
anyways even though it will be uncomfortable, have the reading there
anyways even though it’s always jacket weather. I’m thinking particularly
about the redesign of Latham Square following the Trayvon Martin uprisings in Oakland. The city of Oakland redesigned the space to choke out
crowds that charged from OGP up Telegraph. An urban choke chain on
the public. Bring your boltcutters & your poems to the riot.
In 2012, I met Drea Marina. We were in the audience of a talk
about FBI surveillance & Grand Jury subpoenas, how to stay safe in times
of heightened repression of radicals. They explained how the process was
cyclical: the upswing of an uprising followed by the crash into heightened
surveillance, repression & incarceration. We were two years post Oscar
Grant, mere months post Occupy Oakland & in the midst of grand jury
repression in the Pacific Northwest.
I always think of collective upheaval as a bubbling up of the surface
until a flashpoint occurs, the surface becomes liquid & we push through
into rupture. Before the liquidation of the surface, the uprising may not
have felt possible & the surface, now molten, has an allowing elasticity for
riot. Once the surface hardens again we have to be careful. Watch out for
each other. It was scary to feel alone.

We became fast new friends, biking around & meeting up at Muddy
Waters, the last non-3rd wave coffee spot in San Francisco to write & talk
about writing & crushes. We quickly visioned Words of Resistance: an
open floor poetry night intended to open up space for radical qtpoc to
share writing, often for the first time. It feels hard to describe something
so formative in my life as a poet & punk, so I’ve included Ted Rees’ deft
words on WoR from his piece “Against A Beige Vision” (Fullstop, 2018)
“Another radical institution that arose during the post-Occupy period is the Words of Resistance series, started by
queer punk poets Andrea Abi-Karam & Andrea Marina.
A roving night that includes featured readers as well as an
open mic segment, it is marked by the curators’ insistence
on giving unheard & marginalized poets a place to perform.
Sometimes, it will be a reader’s first time sharing their work
with anyone, & there is also an emphasis placed on works in
progress & the messiness of first drafts. It is often an intimate
affair, a room full of friends & friends of friends, more Black
& brown than white & more queer than straight, & very
much in line with a revolutionary politic that tells off the
more genteel poets of Oakland (and elsewhere).”

Drea dropped her notebook on the floor & I picked it up & handed
it back to her. She said thanks & that her name was Drea & I said my
name was Andrea. We had the same notebook & the same name & the
same fear of political repression & the same desire to make something
happen. To transform fear into gathering.

More about how it began, before it was something that could be
entombed in the space of a literary magazine. State repression was high,
defendants needed cash. I lived in a weird warehouse loft at the time,
with no neighbors. We could make noise late at night without repercussions. We planned the first Words of Resistance to be at my house, made
a flyer, texted everyone, printed flyers & biked around putting them
up in windows, on poles, & delivered them to friends’ houses. We kept
the address off social media. We didn’t want to get shut down, or worse,
infiltrated. We of course knew, even in our eager baby poet selves, that
there’s no $ in poetry so we sought what we could offer for a successful
fundraiser: dinner. The night before the reading, a couple of us gathered
around midnight to go dumpstering for ingredients. We stayed out til 4
or 5am climbing around in all the corporate produce hot spots of Berkeley. Whole Foods is actually the worst one because they apply a thick layer
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“Moving from isolation to the depths of friends.” (Juliana
Spahr, “Turnt”)

of rancid, raw meat on the top of their dumpsters. Adrenaline high &
sticky, we went to the Berkeley Marina after to hang by the water & make
eerie eye contact with the raccoons. We spent the entire next day stitching
together ingredients to make a big dinner in time for the reading, rearranging the space, sending text reminders. How intimacies build through
social space.
I hardly knew how to write then & I definitely didn’t yet know
how to read in front of an audience, but it didn’t matter because in that
moment, people showed up.
We decided to throw it monthly. We had the second event at my
house too before my housemates got tired of it (proprietary space is such
a problem) & then moved to the basement of Quilombo before it was
Quilombo & then moved to Rock Paper Scissors. Ara Jo’s commitment to
collective expression, expansiveness, & friendship opened up Rock Paper
Scissors on monthly Friday nights for Drea & I to host Words of Resistance. By the time RPS lost its space (replaced by an architecture firm)
we were coming up on five years, we had it a few more times at E.M.
Wolfman & friends’ living rooms.
This is not a singular story, none of this would have been possible
without those who showed up, listened, signed up, read, biked flyers
around, offered spaces & resources & a desire to participate in some kind
of radical misbehavior, collective queerness, & poetry.
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A NON-EXHAUSTIVE, NON-HIERARCHICAL LIST OF
RELEVANT PUNK PERSUASIANS:
—calvin & hobbes sticker pissing on the amazon logo &
then amazon doesn’t move to long island city
—not having formal training in something & doing it anyway & probably better than those w/ formal training
—hothead paisan the homicidal lesbian terrorist
—print scams from the basement of an unlikeable job
—the reading on the roof during summer, each reader cast
up against sunburst sky
I want to thank Lix Z & NM Esc for convos about what the fuck punk is,
Drea Marina for friendship & collaboration & in memory of Ara Jo who
was lost in Ghostship Fire.
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From

Enscificlopedia
Every human
body

Dan Hoy

is a potential vector
for screaming.
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Only thing
more powerful than a god

The human mind
infests every pattern

is the death of a god.

with the disease of meaning.
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The life
we waste

Insects do it better.

is eternal life.
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Happy Family
Brandon Brown

I’m going to risk offending some of the punk rock readers of this
collection by beginning my text with some remarks on magic. But before
I do that, let me embody punk attitude by also noting that if you are such
a punk purist that you can’t tolerate a little wizardry with your abjection
and defiance, then, well, fuck you. Evolving to scrape the depths of abject
hippiehood, listening to The Slits while straining a delicious and healthful
turmeric ginger kombucha into glass bottles—that might be peak punk.
I’ve been thinking about magic because it seems right to me that
there should be some punk way to observe the death of the person who
got you into punk. Punk’s not not a cult, I mean. And everybody who
joins needs a Virgil in some form: the freak friend at school, the older
sibling, the rogue extended family, the radio, an accident, the internet.
The person who got me into punk was my Uncle Kevin. He died
on February 28th of this year, after a short but terrible illness. He was 60
years old.
Uncles and aunts are so weird. They’re parent-adjacent, literally I
guess, so they have an easy opportunity to exert great influence over you.
And yet they are decidedly not your parents. And for that reason, the relationships are often more permeable, forgiving, untainted by the parent’s
classic desire to discipline you into survival and normative measures of
success. My Uncle Kevin, for a few years in my adolescence, was a kind
of father to me. He taught me how to shave. He counseled me about the
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dangers of overdoing it with blow, from experience. He had moved to San
Francisco in his early 20’s, which never would have occurred to me as a
possibility for life in the shitty rural town in Missouri where I grew up.
It’s not that my father didn’t want to do these things exactly. But he hadn’t
done blow or moved to California, and moreover spent a lot of energy, I
assume, dealing with the angry shitbag his son had become.
For my 12th birthday, Kevin gave me a copy of Mania, a mid-career
retrospective of the RAMONES. It’s not something I had asked for, or,
like, even heard of. Playing it for the first time was an epiphany, literally.
The music appeared as if from aether. I was listening more or less exclusively to thrash metal and gangster rap at the time, genres which valued
virtuosic musicianship, deliberately fashioned lyrics, noise and rage. The
RAMONES partook of this fount of volume and feeling, but stripped
down the sound to its essential elements. By turns sweet, violent, deranged, I wallowed in the band’s breadth and sensibility, seeing my whole
life through a weird new prism I would later understand was called punk.
One of my favorite songs was “We’re a Happy Family,” from the
band’s third LP Rocket to Russia. The song, at first, appears to aspire to
mere irony of the supposed consumer contentment of the nuclear family
(Joey Ramone sings “We’re a happy family” twenty three times—occasionally he defines what he means: “me, mom and daddy.”) When the
actual domestic life of this cheery bunch is detailed, the picture changes,
as the happy family “sits in Queens / eating refried beans / we’re in all
the magazines / gulping down Thorazines / we ain’t got no friends / our
troubles never end / no Christmas cards to send / Daddy likes men.” Of
course I relished this indictment of the normie family and savored the
abject details as, perversely perhaps, huge permission to imagine how I
might upset my own relatively stable life.
I wish I had the opportunity now to ask Kevin to remember what he
was thinking, giving me that CD. If I have to guess, I think his motivations were simple. He thought I might like it. I suppose he probably also
felt isolated in his devotion to these unsavory sounds. The effects it had in
my life were probably beyond what he imagined. Kevin himself was not a
punk. He liked the brash melodic energy of the RAMONES, but he was
more likely to put on a Bob Marley record at home or, even more likely,
chainsmoke cigarettes while watching C-SPAN, than to jump in the pit at
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Gilman. He didn’t have a GERMS tattoo or have a collection of vintage
dog collars. I’m not sure if he had any RAMONES records besides Mania.
The violence and pleasure of Mania led me to understand—and
eventually elect to join—a different kind of family. One with elders and
siblings, uncles and aunts, relatives between or against these gendered
terms. It wasn’t immediately apparent. To wildly understate the case, I
loved the music. But I was alone in that affinity outside of what I could
share with my uncle. It would still be a couple of years before I chanced
upon a copy of Maximum Rocknroll at the record store in midtown Kansas
City, with dozens and dozens of record and zine reviews. And it would
be a couple of years after that that I started writing my own zine, which
I called Dee Dee’s Kids as a tribute to my favorite Ramone. Dee Dee’s Kids
led to two experiences of family: the punk scene of real, present bodies in
Kansas City, and the growing realization that punk was everywhere.
I guess it’s apt to be turned onto and into a punk by a family member. The punk scene retains elements of the family structure. There are
not many social configurations like it. You can go to Akron, Ohio and
stay with punks, talking into the night about records, zines, politics, with
people you have never met before, because you share a common language
and, hopefully, assumptions about certain things. These bonds feel as intimate as most long friendships and yet you might never see these people
again. Of course, this fungibility of relations has a dark side, and there are
and always have been plenty of mostly men eager to exploit this generosity code to sabotage punk’s warmth and camaraderie with abuse and force.
For me, the experience of a big punk family prepared me for my
vocation as a poet. Because, weird as it sounds, poets align in similar ways,
grouping themselves around a common set of terms and sources, asserting
the right to a freak family when you have abandoned the regular genetic
one. And, indeed, in both scenes, the rapid intimacy and pervasive affability is made all the more special by the fact that its participants are, you
know, often fuck-ups. At least the real ones.
If Kevin wasn’t a punk, he was a fuck-up. He was a troubled person.
Just before I moved to San Francisco, to be a punk and a poet, Kevin
suddenly left his wife and four young children. He had met somebody online, in North Carolina, and without warning moved east to be with her.
I didn’t see him for a decade. When we did reconnect, he was in declining

shape. He was addicted to pills, had lost all of his teeth, broken up his
relationship. He was all alone. It’s not a sentiment foreign to punk music,
which embraces the abjection of the outcast and elevates the iconoclast to
the saint. But it put into relief the difference between liking punk music
and joining the family of magnificent fuck-ups which punk was and is.
There’s a RAMONES song I love called “Outsider.” “I’m an outsider,” Joey croons over a melodious guitar riff, “outside of everything.” “I’m
an outsider of everything you know.” It’s a song I loved to sing together
with my punk friends as a kid, fouling up the basement of one of our
parent’s homes. Our voices meeting each other in our respective ranges,
wailing out the obvious lie that we were all alone, outsiders to everything.
That became the punk family dynamic that sustained me—outsiders
who found each other and made a new kind of inside; a perversely happy
family with all our fucked up shit, our flaws, our errors. It convinced me
of what I would never have believed before, that family could be happy.
I hope Kevin found something—in the music, on the computer, in his
memory—that evoked just a little bit of how good this feels.
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FREE SID!

If You Want to Find
Hell with Me

Johnny Brewton

Ivy Johnson

It’s the end of 1978
Suzie is wearing a curious button
FREE SID!
I have no idea what this means
FREE SID? a promotion for a grocery store?
And why would anyone want a “Free Sid” anyway?
so I asked…
“why are they giving SIDS away for free
…and what the fuck is a SID?”
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You may think that I look like a good girl trying to be bad. I wish
that were true. The devil claimed my soul the moment I entered this
world. I was born in North Dakota in 1985, right during the height of
Satanic Panic, the same year that The Washington Wives formed the
Parents Music Resource Center to battle Satan in Congress. Fresh in the
mind of America was the clip of Tipper Gore lamenting to Washington
officials how she witnessed the moment her daughter’s virgin ears were
sullied by the ballad of “Darling Nikki.” “Darling Nikki” was just one
of the songs decried by The Washington Wives as “The Filthy Fifteen,”
which launched their explicit lyrics sticker campaign. But sexually explicit
lyrics were merely symptomatic of the real evil at hand: Devil Worship.
Apparently, hordes of young American men had taken their own lives,
and when police started to piece together evidence from several of the
crime scenes, they found one thing and one thing in common only: rock
and roll music. Upon closer examination, America discovered that in
countless records of that time different musicians had stealthily included
subliminal messages in order to brainwash youth into The Satanic Order
and suicide. I even heard a first-hand account of this from my bible camp
counselor, who said that after a sermon against rock music she had seen
the light and thrown her Black Sabbath record into a holy bonfire. As
it burned, she could hear demons hissing “Satan Is My Lord” from the
flames, the selfsame words others attest whisper from the record when
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you play it backwards. Now that I think of it, maybe one of those demons
hitched a ride back from bible camp, crawled into my mother’s womb,
and waited for me to be born. The devil’s always been with me.
It didn’t take me long to realize that the cathartic nature of rock
concerts, be it of screaming and crying teens at Elvis in 1956 or Ozzy
Osbourne in 2001, mimicked the ecstatic nature of the Pentecostal services that I was born and bred on. Churches in the late nineties and early
aughts came equipped with praise and worship rock bands that moved the
church into frenetic fits of weeping, laughing, and convulsing on the floor
while possessed not by the devil, but by its white counterpart, the holy
spirit.
In the year 2001, when I was sixteen-years-old, I was a culture
fiend for anything that had the appearance of “the truth” your parents or
church wouldn’t tell you. I had been raised in the The Church of God,
attended the one and only Jesus Camp (yes, the one from the 2006 documentary), had cried earnest tears of self-flagellation all over the altar, and
when the bud of womanhood had reached spring in my life, my mother
saw through all my good deeds and into my soul, discerning that it actually had the stamp of The Devil. She never said it. It was revealed through
her deeds. Once after attending a Youth for Christ meeting, I called my
mom to tell her that I was going to Taco Bell with several of my friends.
After arriving there and chomping down my Nachos Supreme, my crush
at the time, Ian Crawford, pointed out a turquoise Dodge mini-van in the
parking lot that looked like my mom’s. Upon closer examination, we saw
her, sky high bangs and tinted, square glasses piercing through the darkness. She hightailed it out of the parking lot. Anytime I came home with
the turbulent energy of youth buzzing through my veins she got in my
face, smelled my breath, and checked my pupils. I had never tried drink
or drugs at the time, but her paranoia reveled to me that she was coming
to grips with something that I would soon realize: my soul belonged to
Satan.
Eventually I got tired of fighting and succumbed to the dark forces
that had already claimed me. I met Jason Walter while I was baby-sitting
at a women’s church retreat with my best friend Sarah Bolton. She had
asked our friend Jessy Watson to keep us company, who then brought
Jason. As soon as the boys got there, the other women working childcare

were ready to get rid of us. Sarah’s Kool-Aid dyed pink hair had given
them reservations about us being around children, so they let us loose in
the Ramada Inn. Jason had the bone structure and build of a classic nerd:
sunken eyes, big nose, tight lips, but he offset his genetics with heavy
metal t-shirts, ripped jeans, and sneering silence. We wandered around
the hotel kicking our feet then discovered that Jason had a car. We tore
up and down Minot’s only main drag, Broadway, blasting Iron Maiden,
Sarah and I screaming out the windows in the backseat while the boys
watched with cool detachment. Later, Jason told Jessy to tell Sarah that
he liked me. In my church’s lingo, I had already been “backsliding.” A few
months earlier, I had read The Doors of Perception and had been experimenting with weed as a holy sacrament. Mind you, my revolution did
not take place on the internet. These were the days when America’s family
computers were Jurassic dinosaurs on dialup, plopped on a cumbersome
desk in the family room. Everyone watched your screen as they waited for
their turn. There was no Amazon or Google. If I wanted culture I had to
get it from a mall in North Dakota. My revolution happened the moment
I put my spiked hood up and sauntered out of Gideon’s Trumpet and into
Sam Goodie and then B. Dalton. The books and music of my rebellion
were curated by corporate buyers and came equipped with parental advisory stickers.
Egged on by a friend that I had met at the mall, I decided to go into
my Youth Pastor’s office with a list of existential questions that I hoped
the scripture could answer. Pastor Jeff explained to me that what I was
committing was blasphemy of the holy spirit, which was the only unforgivable sin. He had heard that I had purchased a Nirvana CD and asked
me if I really wanted to listen to the music of someone who had committed suicide. I guess I did. The night after hearing Jason liked me, I lay in
bed, staring at my rose wallpaper with the country cottage border, and in
the music video of my dreams Jason was Danzig standing in a spotlight
singing “Mother,” with my mother across the room in another spotlight,
begging me to come back to Jesus. As Jason screamed, “Mother, can
you keep them in the dark of life, can you keep them from the waiting
world?” I sprinted from the darkness and into the luster of Jason’s arms.
The electric guitar shredded the crowd to a scream, in an orgy of man,
woman, and chicken blood.
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Jason proselytized metal to me like my church had peddled Jesus. I
started to wear heavy black eyeliner, pleather pants purchased from Deb,
and hand-me-down Ozzy Osbourne t-shirts from Jason’s older brother,
all of this, months before the MTV reality show “The Osbournes” came
out and “ruined it” (Jason’s phrase, not mine). One week, while waiting
in line for indeterminate slop from the cafeteria, I read The Long Road
Out of Hell, Marilyn Manson’s autobiography. Different peers came up to
me, asking how it was, admitting that they were intrigued but too scared
to read it. I told them Manson was misunderstood. After school, while
watching MTV with my older sister “The Dope Show” video came on
and she crusaded by coming after me with a fingernail clipper when I
wouldn’t change the channel. I actually would’ve rather let her clip flesh
from my arm than relent to her request to “change the channel before
demons got into the house.” I was legion.
Jason was a demon in different ways than I. After about a year, we
decided, following much begging from Jason, to lose our virginity to each
other. After about the third time, I asked how he always seemed to know
when it was over. Whenever he ceased it was with conviction. I wondered,
could I just quit whenever the mood left me? He teased me relentlessly for
asking the question, then explained how sex is over when the man cums.
I guess I had intuited that, but in a more theoretical way. I imagined tiny
invisible sperm slowly leaking into my uterus the moment he entered
me. I thought that’s why we used condoms. He asked if I had came,
explaining to me what a female orgasm was, and I assured him, while also
convincing myself, that he had made me cum multiple times each time
we had been together. Later he requested for me to really show him that I
liked sex when we were having it, to not just lie there like a dead fish. So
the next time he crawled on top of me I locked eyes with him and gave
him my best big grin. I stared at him sweating and pumping away, giving
my best grocery store smile, which I’ve still not mastered, and he rolled
off of me and begged for me to stop. “I thought you said you wanted me
to show you that I like it,” I retorted, happy that it was over. There were
other instances, like the time we were at his college dropout friend’s trailer
in the middle of winter and we curled up with an afghan over our legs
while sitting around talking to his friends, and when someone looked
away, Jason’s hands started to find their way under my pants. Horrified, I

kept muttering for him to stop but he persevered, just like he relentlessly
begged me to suck his dick. He was on his knees with tears in his eyes.
“Suck my dick, Ivy. Please, suck my dick.” I wonder which part of that
was metal.
With Jason’s cajoling, I had been begging my mother to go to
OZZFEST 2001 in Kansas City for months. Acts like Marlin Manson,
Slipknot, and Papa Roach would be playing, all bands who I gleefully
permitted to pass their demons to me through the television. (My mother
actually called the cable company and tried to get MTV blocked, but they
wouldn’t oblige.) Jason and I would drive down in his Crown Victoria and
stay with his mother, who I had never met. She had basically abandoned
him when he was eight because she just didn’t want to play house anymore. I guess inside every metal bro is an abandoned little boy. It would
be my first true taste of freedom, a long trip away from home without
church or parental supervision. In the ultimate montage of my fantasy I
rode in the car and blasted Pink Floyd while deeply contemplating the
lyrics. At the height of my reverie, I was allowed to sit quietly and simply
be myself. Unsurprisingly, my mother made damn sure that I wouldn’t
be given that freedom and refused to let me go; however, this begging
paved the road for a compromise. She would allow me to go to an Ozzy
Osbourne concert in Fargo, 300 miles away, stay in my sister’s dorm, and
return the following morning. I was ecstatic.
Jason must have burned one-hundred compilations for our journey:
Pantera, Black Sabbath, and Iron Maiden. Two hours into the journey,
Jason paused the CD player and explained to me that he was about to
share something with me that I had to take to my grave. The summer
before, after getting into a fight with his dad and deciding to take off to
Kansas City in the middle of the night, Bon Jovi’s “It’s My Life” became
his anthem of freedom. As long as I swore I would never tell a soul that
he liked Jon Bon Jovi, he would relive that moment with me now. I was
honored. He blasted it, and we screamed the lyrics at the top of our lungs,
windows down in early December. It was probably nineteen degrees. As
I stared into the prairie encrusted in grey snow, I realized that the last
concert I had been to was the Christian rock band Jars of Clay where my
much older half-brother had seen me decked out in glitter and a plastic
pink shirt, and called mother to tell her that he “was worried about me.”
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I thought, “There’s no one to worry about me today,” and blasted Destiny’s Child’s “Independent Woman,” rolling down the windows to hoot
and holler. When we got to the Fargo Dome parking lot, Jason coaxed
me to change out of my Ozzy tee, which I only wore because I wanted to
look like a convincing fan. He explained to me that it was something cool
people didn’t do. Instead, I put on my The Doors tee in a girly cut that I
had gotten from Spencer’s Gifts, and we headed on in. We were early, so
we decided to browse the merch table. Jason urged me to buy something
to commemorate our trip. I landed on a twenty-dollar pair of black thong
underwear with an ironed-on Ozzy logo that would rest on my mound of
Venus. Just imagine how mom would feel when she was washing that.
The opening band was Rob Zombie. They had curvy, gothy go-go
dancers standing on high pedestals on all four corners of the stage. The
camera loved to blast them on the big screen behind Rob. An overweight
white dude with black dreads in front of us turned to his girlfriend and
said, “I’m sorry, but those girls are hot!” Finally, as the crowd chanted,
“Oz-ZY! Oz-ZY! Oz-ZY!” he emerged riding in a Santa’s sleigh suspended
from the ceiling, dumping buckets of water on the audience, screaming in
his British accent, “Merry Fucking Christmas!” After stumbling from the
sleigh onto the stage, he grabbed the mic and “Crazy Train” commenced.
The crowd went wild.
Even after such a romantic concert Jason and I got in a fight before we even got back to the car. The only way that I had been able to
convince my mother to let me go on this excursion was to promise that
I wouldn’t stay in a hotel with Jason but in a sleeping bag in my sister’s
dorm. The entire time leading up to the concert, Jason kept insisting that
wasn’t going to happen; I would just go to the hotel with him. I never
agreed; however, when I called my sister to ask where Jason should drop
me off, he became enraged, accusing me of ruining the night of our lives.
Apparently, in the montage of Jason’s fantasy of this night, it ended with
him sweating all over me in a vibrating bed.
We met my sister and her friend Aaron in a grocery store parking
lot, and she was pissed. I had interrupted her fun. She thought when she
went to college she wouldn’t have to deal with me leaching off of her anymore. Speaking on my behalf, Jason made it known that it was fine, and
I’d stay with him instead, but as soon as she realized what was going on,

she refused to release her backslidden sister into the devil’s hands. Now
I was torn between the two of them, not really feeling wanted by either
for who I truly was. Aaron decided to step in as the cool voice of reason,
and asked, “Ivy, what would Jesus do?” That sealed it. I was staying at the
hotel with Jason. My sister stomped away, slamming the car door after
telling me that I was going to hell. I smiled at Jason in that hotel room all
night long.
Early that morning, after grabbing a gas station coffee, we headed to
a CD shop. Fargo was North Dakota’s biggest city and therefore the largest purveyor of culture. We couldn’t wait to see what this city could offer
us. We ended up going to the big city version of the same record store we
had in my hometown. I had seen TV ads for Echoes: The Best of Pink Floyd
and almost lost my mind when I saw it on display. I bought it immediately. Thank you, Sam Goodie. It was still early when we began heading
back to Minot, and we had a gust of unseasonable warmth. As we got on
the two-lane highway, I put on the first disk of Echoes, and we sipped our
coffee, listening to “Shine on You Crazy Diamond,” a song I had never
heard before. When Roger Waters recited the lines, “Remember when you
were young, you shone like the sun / shine on you crazy diamond,” something in the atmosphere shifted. The balmy air morphed into a slightly
more bitter cold, strengthening my resolve to just be. The precipitation on
the highway created a beautiful, almost invisible sheen of black ice, and I
reveled in this moment more than any other during our getaway. Finally,
I was at my concert, and I was free. Suddenly, Jason shifted the rearview
mirror and whispered, “Put on your seatbelt.” I saw alarm in his eyes and
swiftly obeyed while looking in the sidemirror. Behind us, a semi-truck
had hit a pack of ice and started to lose control. Everything slowed down,
and the lyrics pierced through the moment of impact, “You reached for
the secret too soon. You cried for the moon.” The car was spinning and
pinwheeling into a wheat field abyss as the instrumentals reached their
peak, rolled, and settled. I took a large gasp of air, looked down to check
for blood or broken limbs, but we were intact. Jason grabbed me, “Are
you ok?! Are you ok?!”
“It’s true,” I observed. “Everything goes in slow motion before you
die.” I could already hear sirens in the distance. When they put a neck
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brace around me and loaded me in the back of the ambulance, I still
heard the song echoing through my skull.
That Sunday at church, one of the elders, a retired Airman, solemnly
approached me to let me know that my mother had told him the story of
my brush with death. He stared into my eyes with conviction. “I was surprised to hear that you went to an Ozzy Osbourne concert in Fargo this
weekend, but even more surprised that you got into a car accident with a
semi on your way back. You are a very lucky girl.”
My eyes fixated on a coffee stain on the carpet and I tentatively
nodded.
“You know, it’s an odd coincidence, going to that kind of concert
and then coming so close to death right after.”
“Yeah?”
“Maybe God was trying to tell you that you’re going down the
wrong path and reminding you of eternity.”
“Maybe,” I shrugged, lingering for a second to look in his eyes, then
at the tarnished cross behind me. Turning away, I strutted down the hall
and into the church bathroom, pulled down my Ozzy black thong, fondled the logo, and smiled while taking a hot piss. This time, my smile was
real.
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Four Histories
Paul Ebenkamp

“Lights”
Though I can’t substantiate it, I begin with a long-ago memory of a
drama teacher telling me the story of a play called Lights by Marcel Duchamp. The play opens with house lights down and nothing and no one
on stage. Nothing keeps happening. The audience grows restive. Eventually, irritation boiling over, they start yelling the only concrete demand
one could have in that situation: “LIGHTS!” And when this plea becomes
a chorus, at the right, worst moment, a huge floodlight pointed directly
into the audience from behind back-center stage is abruptly switched on
at full illumination. Horror ensues; there is sudden blindness and retching
and wails of revulsion; everyone rushes out; the play is over. I picture the
playwright and stage manager sitting behind the floodlight for the duration and waiting until everyone’s gone to turn the light off.
I’m perplexed that I can’t find any evidence of this play, but I don’t
doubt that someone did it. This work might mark the invention of the
unrepeatable, extremely short, waste-laying performance in the punk
mode.
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Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven
Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven was the most hardcore
Dadaist in New York and possibly the world. In 1913, when she got to
New York, where pagan was the new pop-punk, the Baroness gave it an
acutely uncomfortable quantum leap by fusing its ethereal, sensual affects
with machine logic. She seems to have more or less invented body art and
performance art. Posing (in all the subtleties of that word) was her art,
“aggressive – virile – extraordinary – invigorating – antestereotyped1 –”.
She wore homemade costume-sculptures around the city, combinations
of plebeian errata (tea balls, taillights, wastebaskets, empty cans), organic matter (vegetables, live animals in cages) and her own original works
(such as Limbswish, a beautiful sculpture of metal spring and curtain
tassel, in appearance suggesting both a penis and a speculum), wore black
lipstick, yellow makeup, shaved her head and dyed it purple, was also
frequently nude.
She was also a poet whose writing clearly anticipates the present
harmonic chaos: a Futurist momentum through shifting frames of body/
sex/public-self mediation; noised-out nature poetry about consciousness,
taking in gender rage, the clusterfuck of public space, extreme/abject responses to beauty, and the mutuality of love and disgust. She made some
of the first modern visual poems, essentially diagrams that make the eyes
do things, and some of her poetry could be described as proto-Objectivist
even as its well-toned exuberances, if you squint a bit, recall HD and even
Amy Lowell. Her art and life were androgynous, militant, scatological,
utterly self-assured and relentlessly antagonistic, vengeful and dismissive
towards the male gaze.
When The Little Review found itself on trial for crimes of obscenity
after publishing portions of Joyce’s Ulysses, they displayed two visual aids
in the courtroom. One was their defense of Ulysses, the other was a portrait of Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven.2
Even Ezra Pound at the height of his nastiness bowed reverentially
to her “principle of non-acquiescence” (Canto 95). It’s true. She had a
1 Gammel, Irene. “Limbswishing in New York.” The Politics of Cultural Mediation: Baroness Elsa von
Freytag-Loringhoven and Paul Greve, University of Alberta Press, 2002, p. 3.

solid twelve or so years as “the Baroness”, and in those years she never compromised and entertained no false duality between abandon and control.
Krzysztof Kieślowski
In the 1970s Polish filmmakers began making films of a quality
which fascinated the world. This happened under Poland’s Soviet-installed
communist dictatorship. In truth it wasn’t a very good dictatorship. The
authorities, via Łódź Film School, trained young filmmakers to produce
documentaries and TV specials and so forth, but they weren’t very good
at controlling them once they hit maturity. And the Polish situation in
those decades was a weird slog. While countries like Czechoslovakia and
Hungary endured unyieldingly severe repression by governments with
close ties to the USSR, Poland by contrast was marked from the start of
the post-war Eastern Bloc era by the intransigence, bloodymindedness,
guile, and solidarity of enough Poles of every class and occupation that
they effectively rendered totalitarian collectivization impossible, leading to
an exhausting forty-year see-saw détente marked by impassioned tradeunion uprisings, powerful underground organizing, extreme government
responses that weren’t extreme enough to actually neutralize resistance,
followed by capitulations and compromises that gradually became meaningless, to the point that even the censors had little solid idea what the
truth was, and all of this happening in the shadow of the dark possibility
of a Soviet invasion to be prevented at almost any cost, up to and including an epochal declaration of martial law with which the authorities
basically gaslit the Soviets into thinking things were, or would soon be,
totally under control.
Krzysztof Kieślowski was in Łódź Film School in the mid-sixties and
made dozens of documentaries before turning to feature films in 1973.
Censors reviewed and edited virtually everything, and generally, most
filmmakers knew their censors by name, effectively colleagues who were
obliged to play the cat to the mouse in order to get anything done.
I read Kieślowski’s memoirs and was astonished to learn how this
game was played. Two examples, from the 1970s:
Kieślowski and his crew would carefully develop and shoot scenes to
distract the censors whom they knew so well, decoy scenes whose content

2 Ibid, p. 19.
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was so obviously allegorically political that other, subtler digs and commentary would slip in unnoticed.3 According to Kieślowski, everyone
watching films in Poland at this time understood these subtleties, precisely
because the censors did not.
When something good enough accidentally got through their hands
the Party resorted to equally clever tactics to undermine the public reach
of the work. My favorite is for Kieślowski’s No End, which upon its release
was retitled by fiat as All Performances Reserved in newspapers and on
theater marquees.4
These were tactics of the day: in a stagnant, depressed decade such
moves kept each side on their side, so to speak. But with the declaration
of martial law in 1980 the stakes changed dramatically: the authorities
were under crushing international pressure from all sides and badly needed ways to convey to different countries the message each wanted to hear.
So when Kieślowski decided he wanted to film actual courtroom scenes
where people were facing charges under martial law, I suppose it must
have seemed wise to let him do it, though really, who knows what they
were thinking.5
He sets up his camera in the courtroom, begins filming, the trial
commences. But something strange happens. The judges stop passing
sentences. Everyone knows these charges are meaningless, and judges have
been passing them for months, but it’s something about the camera: they
don’t want to be seen passing them on film in ten or twenty years. So, at
least, he surmises. The trend continues: if the camera’s on, he’s not going
to get anything worth keeping it on for. So every day he turns it on, then
in short order surreptitiously turns it off and leaves it there, knowing its
presence is somehow keeping people from being thrown in prison for
nothing. Somewhere there is a reel of roughly seven minutes of this camera being turned on and off in those courtrooms, capturing raw official
anxiety and silence, “chips of messianic time” in Walter Benjamin’s phrase,
at the entropic height of Poland’s worst political and spiritual crisis since
the war.

If you, like me, suspect that there is a through-line from (relatively)
low-stakes Dadaist auto-pratfalling to true DIY liberation tactics under
state terror, Kieślowski’s situation is one to know.

3 Stok, Danusia (editor). Kieślowski on Kieślowski, Faber and Faber, 1993, p. 105.

7 Stern’s biography, Mississippi Still Burning (From Hoods to Suits), co-authored by Autumn Karen
AKA Autumn K. Robinson, was published by One Human Race Incorporated in 2018, a year
before this story broke. It narrates his early life in Watts, his religious vocation, his peacekeeping and
gang-reconciliation efforts after the 1992 LA riots, and his stint in prison.

4 Ibid, p. 136.
5 Ibid, pp. 126 – 130.
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James Hart Stern
Obviously the world is a nightmare, and Hell is an allegory for it.
And it’s a tenet of physics that the universe moves from order to disorder,
which is why it feels like everything is constantly falling apart, and also
why it feels like such an outsized triumph when anything goes well.
James Hart Stern was in a Mississippi prison for wire fraud when he
met Edgar Ray Killen, a former Grand Master of the Ku Klux Klan incarcerated for the 1964 killings of three civil rights workers. They became
friends, and somehow, Stern, who is black, convinced Killen to grant him
power of attorney over his estate, which included a Klan-related white-supremacist organization. Stern was paroled in 2011 and in 2016 dissolved
Killen’s organization. Killen died in 2018.6
Rewind to 2014, when Jeff Schoep contacted Stern, or vice versa,
depending on whom you ask. Schoep had been running the National
Socialist Movement, a neo-Nazi group founded in 1974 by two former
American Nazi Party members, since 1994. It’s one of the oldest and
largest racist hate groups in the US, but by 2014 its brand and membership were waning. This is, of course, the cusp of the mainstreaming of US
white supremacy, when its people got hep with haircuts and cardigans and
whatever the fuck. Killen put the two in touch, with a note along the lines
of “this is the first black guy we’ve contacted since Malcolm X.”
This saga in progress will be told in detail, hopefully, some day, in
a long biography.7 Stern courted Schoep into some sort of race-relations
summit, all the while confronting him with how wrong his views were.

6 Mettler, Katie. “How a black man says he ‘outsmarted’ a neo-Nazi group and became their new
leader.” The Washington Post, March 2nd, 2019. My text is gratefully indebted to Mettler’s reporting.
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“From Day One, I always told him: ‘I don’t agree with you. I don’t like
you.’ I talked to him because I wanted to hope to change him.”8
He couldn’t change him, but he could certainly pretend to be helpful. With Stern’s power of attorney over Killen’s estate, Schoep saw him
as a potential source of wisdom regarding a lawsuit filed in 2017 against
NSM and other white-nationalist groups by a Charlottesville counterprotester.
It’s the art of war: find your enemy’s weakness and give it space
to work its corrosive charm. Schoep knew the slick new look of white
supremacy was bound to overtake his group’s profile. He also feared the
cost of the lawsuit. And NSM itself was a mess. “He knew that he had
the most vulnerable, the most loose-cannon members that they had ever
had in the organization,” Stern said. “He realized somebody was going to
commit a crime, and he was going to be held responsible for it.”9
So Stern convinces Schoep to make him president of the organization. And his first act as president is to ask a Virginia judge to find the
group “culpable of conspiring to commit violence” in Charlottesville.
Schoep disputes much of the above account of events, saying that
Stern lied both to him and to those who are reconstructing the history of
what happened. And the group will dispute the moves in court, naturally,
to the extent of their probably limited ability. Meanwhile, Schoep is still a
defendant in the 2017 suit, and Stern, as NSM president, is not.
Most impressively, Stern accomplished all this despite not actually
being a lawyer. He runs Racial Reconciliation Outreach Ministries in California and since January has been sorting through the intricacies of his
position. He plans to convert the NSM website to a Holocaust education
resource and has no plans to dissolve the group.
In the meantime he has to navigate a ruling saying he can’t represent
NSM in court, and Schoep claims Stern doesn’t actually have access to
NSM’s website or social media accounts. Erstwhile NSM members are
restructuring their roles, strengthening their resolve at the same time as
their usurper is trying to come in for the kill. It isn’t pretty, but it’s war.
“Say what you want about me,” Stern says. “But I’ve done this twice
now.”10
8 Mettler, Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
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Bruce Conner at
Mabuhay Gardens
Jim Fisher

The fact that Bruce Conner, the visual artist and visionary filmmaker, got caught up in the punk scene at Mabuhay Gardens in San Francisco’s North Beach in the late ‘70s isn’t a shocker. Conner had been getting
caught up in countercultures since high school in Wichita, where his coterie had included poet Michael McClure and future Beat publisher David
Haselwood. When the three found themselves in San Francisco in the
‘50s, among a larger group of artists fleeing the so-called “Wichita Vortex”
of Cold War conformity, Conner co-founded a proto-punk collective he
called the Rat Bastard Protective Association, formed of “people who were
making things with the detritus of society, who were themselves ostracized
or alienated.”
It was just such a demographic of rat bastards that surged into
Mabuhay Gardens in the late ‘70s, following the club’s booking of Mary
Monday and The Bitches and the arrival of entrepreneur Dirk Dirksen
(“The Pope of Punk”) as music promoter and emcee. When Conner’s
friend and collaborator, the singer and choreographer Toni Basil, invited
Conner to see Devo at the Mab in October 1977, Conner brought his
camera. During the show – Devo’s first in San Francisco – Conner ran
into V. Vale, a worker at City Lights Bookstore who was getting ready to
launch the punk zine Search & Destroy. Vale asked Conner if he’d like to
contribute photos. Conner agreed and resolved to shoot the scene at the
Mab for one year.
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What is a shocker is how fully Conner threw himself into the project, shooting through punk shows four nights a week and documenting
the scene not just as an observer, but as an ecstatic participant – despite
being some quarter of a century older than the typical show-goer, many
of whom were the same age Conner had been when he’d first come to San
Francisco. Artist Christian Marclay, whose band performed at the Mab
during this time, remembers Conner as “a gangly guy…dancing wildly in
front of the stage.” He slammed, moshed, and mobbed the stage with the
rest of them, all the while finding ways to protect his camera and shoot
from within the mayhem. Conner likened it to combat photography.
“I had always liked the idea of action photos…Like—sport
events. Basketball. They’re floating in the air, part of this suspended sphere, and they’ve got these beatific looks on their faces,
they’re in anguish. Or combat photography. I always thought,
gosh, combat photography. Maybe I could work on that.”
Conner’s shots are not of a mosh pit, but from a mosh pit; not
of a punk show, but from a punk show’s vortex. “I was attracted to the
phenomenon of the punk scene because it had a lot of the same kind of
energy that seemed to exist in the 1950s,” he recalled. The brutal DIY
punk aesthetic, with its confrontation, aggression, physicality and provocation invigorated Conner like nothing since the Beats and funk artists of
his own first decade in San Francisco.
David Byrne, who first met Conner during this period, but who’d
revered Conner’s films since his art school days in the early ‘70s – “No
one who saw these films ever forgot them” – remembers that the San
Francisco scene “was more intense than the punk scene I knew from a
few years earlier in New York. The West Coast bands seemed to want to
outdo what had happened in New York, and to push it further. On the
West Coast it was more physical and seemed more dangerous.” These fans
were seeking an angrier, more visceral engagement – less inspiration than
confrontation, less compassion than combat. The growing march of bands
that stamped onto the low-rise stage with its brick walls and beer-slicked
floors were the catalyst to that confrontational impulse so central to
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Conner’s art: The Nuns, Crime, The Screamers, The Avengers, The Mutants, Sleepers, F-Word, Dead Kennedys, Negative Trend.
To Kristine Stiles, Conner’s assistant at the time, it seemed that “the
pessimism, anger, and rejection of mainstream American culture smoldering in the Beats skipped a generation to become punk abnegation.” Indeed, many of the items pinned to a show-goer at the Mab might also be
found glued to one of Conner’s defining assemblages of the 1950s: torn
fabric, doll’s limbs, nails and military surplus, fringe, fur, fishnets. Typically for Conner, however, just as he was becoming recognized in the art
world as a practitioner of the technique, he began casting about for other
materials, refusing to be limited by any single medium. Thus it was that
he gathered up found footage from discarded newsreels, B-movies, and
soft-core pornography, splicing together the frames to create the massively
influential A MOVIE (1958), a 12-minute montage set to an orchestral
soundtrack that intertwines the forces of desire and destruction.
The collagist technique pioneered in A MOVIE changed the language of underground cinema, with Conner continuing to pursue and
refine its innovations over the coming decade. The jump cuts, flash
frames, reverse loops, found footage, and rapid editing in Conner’s films
became “the default grammar of visual music,” according to David Byrne.
“Bruce’s films were music videos before such things existed.” But they
were also driven by the scavenger’s combative spirit that Conner found so
compelling in the punk scene. The found nature of the footage and complete absence of any permission from the original filmmakers, much like
the jarring discarded military fashions of the Mabuhay punks, represented
additional bits of rat bastard detritus from a culture that had divided its
creative energies against itself.
Conner later said, speaking of his efforts to obtain a 4-F exemption
from the U.S. Army in the 1950s, “The army…not only isolates man
from the company of women, but it takes that creative force…and turns
it into a destructive force.” As San Francisco entered the late ‘60s, Conner quit showing his work in museums and galleries and pursued more
performance-based art as a way of reuniting those divided energies. A
year after his astonishing film BREAKAWAY (1966), in which Conner
so thoroughly splices and reassembles a dance performance by his friend
Toni Basil that it seems her dance has been captured at the very moment
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it leaves the body, he began work on light shows with the North American Ibis Alchemical Company, projecting found footage and spliced-up
film leader during live musical performances at the Avalon Ballroom. He
was thrilled by the immediacy of the medium, yet also challenged by its
implications:
“Since my films were extensions of music, or music in relation
to image, what more perfect way than to improvise and create at
the time that [the music] is happening and have it immediately
consumed? …[The light shows] more or less culminated all my
work with motion pictures…After that I really couldn’t make the
same movies as I had done before.”
It wasn’t until Conner’s discovery, more than a decade later, of the
punk scene at the Mab that he conceived a new technique for creating
“extensions of music” in a visual medium. Much as BREAKAWAY ends
with Toni Basil dancing in reverse, as if pulling the dance back into the
body, Conner’s shots of the Mabuhay punks reverse his already idiosyncratic process of syncopating found images to music.
“The unique strength of Conner’s punk photographs is how he
stilled the excited and wild punk scene, heightened viewers’ visual acuity,
and offered a rare opportunity to see action arrested, which is typically
experienced sonically,” writes Emma Hart in her online essay for the Rauschenberg Foundation which reproduces many of these iconic photos.1
“Immersing himself in sound, Conner quieted music to animate the
visual.”

1 Photos can be found at http://shuffle.rauschenbergfoundation.org/exhibitions/nasher/essays/
Hart_conners-mabuhay-punks/
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The Dollar
Stop Making Sense
After David Byrne
Curtis Emery

		
Cars
real billboard all highway
turned attention
pretend and microwave
you
are in
Nobody
Dairy Queens
Now, love
trees I
got nothing
I of
You
something caught shopping rivers and
Now it’s got leaves &
you’ve got here
I got flowers
it’s Candy
				
guess mall
man sacrificed
fell Like bars,
into This smiling
a nothing discount
Flowers With You
fields birds mountains 		
the Don’t got Adam used
just Now
rattlesnake 		
town thought
flowers got cornfield
Now lifestyle
stranded oasis
Now wrong honky tonks,
daisies Now in You
I
wish 			
Standing you estate
factory strong
We
highways
cookies And
		
Now
Garden beautiful From Once
all Now we
get There
run
for it, agriculture
		
The it
a we it
Eden was it
		
a beautiful Waterfall
paid
7-Eleven
Now paradise trees
with it there
roaddream & cherryparking
			
& lawnmower 		
We
got it got you
gone? got
Years
the gasoline in it,
angry
			
Eve you love You Now,
age
peaceful
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1. Punk music is magical thinking. From nothing to something—a new
breed of music became from unrest, marginalization, imagination, and
the hard work of artists pushing their instruments and selves into a new
BEING. Talking Heads stand out in the new wave, prepunk, world music
vat of the late ‘70s early ‘80s—their catalogue provides a glimpse into
an Avant Garde collective testing social norms, the middle class, consumerism, and a rapid descent to the bottom fed by commercial avarice.
The above poem is the result of the Talking Heads song “(Nothing But)
Flowers” run through a randomizer and then subject to an erasure by
me—capturing Byrne’s absurd but timeless/mythic lyrics repurposed in a
uniquely carved space. This experimental exercise was meant to draw out
the apocalyptic, unyielding hunger of consumerism and our nonsensical
relationship with the environment and our own place in it. This is a punk
collaboration with a song I love.
2. “(Nothing But) Flowers”, as performed by Talking Heads, written by
David Byrne, Chris Frantz, Jerry Harrison, Tina Weymouth. Album:
Naked, 1988, Warner Bros. Produced by: Talking Heads and Steve Lilywhite.
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Iggy
Grant Kerber

Central to the punk ethos is an awareness that life pelts us with
bullshit, leaving us to deal with the fallout from undeserved circumstances
and irritating problems. Punk’s culture is rooted in anger and frustration
because that’s how its adherents feel about the hand life has dealt them.
This grim reality is worn on the culture’s sleeve: the world is always one
step ahead of us, fucking things up just as we get our heads above water.
In this vein, a very punk rock disruption fell into my lap four months
before writing this when, on November 8th, 2018, my hometown of
Paradise, California was destroyed by the deadliest wildfire in California’s
history. For all intents and purposes, the town of Paradise no longer exists,
and for me and those who knew the place, whatever rises from its ashes
will forever be tethered to the Camp Fire.
Memories typically waft through our consciousness without pause,
but in the wake of a significant event, a tension can emerge. An other-sidedness is manifested, as if we know an irreplaceable element is preserved
in what we’re thinking about. As I tried to make sense of my hometown’s
destruction, I became fixated on this role of memories. It wasn’t just each
memory’s content but also the delicacy with which their tone had shifted,
making what was once unimportant a thing of great significance. This delicacy found its way into all my connections to Paradise, even when doing
something as tangential as listening to Iggy Pop. When thinking of Iggy, it
was no longer just about the music or man but how he coincided with the
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place I loved most on earth. Iggy had been in my life since adolescence,
and listening to his music drudged up those memories in an unexpected
light. When meditating on my relationship with my parents, brother, and
closest friend, I found Iggy’s presence in subtle yet significant ways.
While quirky, I’m sure my introduction to Iggy is fairly common
for people my age. It wasn’t through his music but through the off-kilter
Nickelodeon show The Adventures of Pete and Pete, where Iggy played
Nona’s dad, James Mecklenberg. Iggy joined the cast when I was ten, at a
time when I was obsessed with Pete and Pete. I had every episode on tape
and would wake up early on Sundays to catch it alongside episodes of
Mysterious Cities of Gold, another favorite of mine. The show’s premise was
strange: it centered on two brothers named Pete and Pete Wrigley, who are
growing up in the small eastern New York town of Wellsville. They have
their own personal superhero, Artie, and a host of irreverent neighbors,
one of whom is James Mecklenberg, played by Iggy Pop.
I still remember when I first saw Iggy on the show. He was chaperoning his daughter at a school dance and his weird, warbling voice
and long, straight hair really stood out to me. He had such an awkward,
domineering presence. Even to my ten-year-old self he looked out of place
in the tweed coat and tie he was wearing, and knowing what I know now
I can understand why. As bizarre as it was to have someone with Iggy’s
resume on a children’s show, he fit in with the eclectic mix, and his random appearances always stood out to me on account of his uncomfortable
charisma. The episode in question provides a perfect example. Towards its
end, Iggy goes up on stage (accompanied by Luscious Jackson!) and asks
his daughter to dance with him, a request that’s met with stifled laughter
from the crowd. Iggy just stands there—his heart awkwardly poured out
on stage—while his daughter curdles into herself absolutely mortified. It’s
such a fitting moment given the way Iggy carries himself. He’s a person
who both commands the spotlight and seems like he doesn’t know what
to do with it, so when everyone is shocked by Iggy’s embarrassing request,
his weirdo charisma really comes out to shine. The moment is tailor-made
for someone like Iggy, and perhaps that’s why it crystallized in my mind
so easily.
When thinking about The Adventures of Pete and Pete, it’s not just
episodes that come to mind, but also how it was something that brought
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my brother, my mom and myself together. My mom’s a trooper, and her
easy-going nature about watching whatever her two obnoxious sons threw
on the TV made the show a natural source of entertainment for her.1 For
my brother and me, however, the show resonated in a more particular
way. The two Petes were roughly the same age as us, and the elder Pete
watched over his younger brother in a similar way to how my brother
watched over me. I think these two factors really made the show click for
us. Pete and Pete became a source of countless inside jokes and a staple of
our summer afternoons.
Looking back on the show, these experiences with my family are the
memories that stand out most. They’re easy to look past when recalling
that point in time, but they’re also the crux of the show’s meaning to me.
Irreverent characters like Iggy’s Mr. Mecklenberg were part of the show’s
appeal, but it was because my mom, my brother and I all liked it so much
that those characters stayed in my life. We often overlook that what’s
important for us isn’t just the thing itself but also who we share it with.
Something as silly as a television show can bring people closer together,
helping them connect through a series of seemingly mundane yet ultimately meaningful experiences.
This unifying force of experience was also present the second time I
encountered Iggy. This second run-in wasn’t as straightforward as the first,
but it did contain my first experience with Iggy’s music, which has stuck
with me for 20+ years. The memory is a vivid one for me: I had faked
being sick to stay home from school and play video games. My parents
weren’t usually around when I stayed home, but for whatever reason, my
dad had this day off. At around 10am he burst into my room saying I had
to come to the living room now. One of his favorite movies was on TV,
and I needed to see it. That morning, I got my first viewing of Repo Man.
For those who haven’t seen Repo Man, here’s a synopsis: Otto
(played by a pubescent Emilio Estevez) is an L.A. punk going nowhere
fast. Caught in a dead-end grocery store job and recently spurned by his
main squeeze, he feels (much like the punk ethos described at outset) that
life has handed him a shit sandwich. While Otto fumes over his undesirable situation, a stolen 1964 Chevy Malibu is cruising the streets of L.A.
stuffed to the gills with radioactive alien remains. Otto’s future gravitates
1 To this day, almost every movie my mom watches ends with her saying it was “one of the best movies she’s ever seen.” She is a national treasure.
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towards this Malibu when he quits his supermarket job and meets Bud
(Harry Dean Stanton), a repo man. Otto joins the repo ranks and overcomes a series of adversities as he learns the ropes. The film culminates in
a race between members of the repo community as they vie to capture the
Malibu and its massive $20,000 bounty.
The movie’s soundtrack compliments its outlandish plot perfectly.
I can still feel the surf rock pulse of its theme, written and performed
by Iggy. As a youth beginning the descent into some angsty years, I
resonated with how the hammering soundtrack made me feel like I was
watching something with bite. Many of the themes were lost on me, but
the snarled-lip attitude and deadpan assault on capitalism got through
just fine. I thought the film’s generic supermarket products were a hoot,
and the nonchalant approach Otto & his friends took toward life being
a fucked up, phony mess set the tone for my views on society at that age.
Suffice to say the movie was enjoyable and influential, but that wasn’t the
most important part. The most important part was that I got to watch it
with my dad.
Though we’re fortunate to be very close now, my father and I (unsurprisingly) had a contentious relationship during my teenage years. He’s
a disabled Vietnam veteran with PTSD, and that’s been difficult for him
to handle at points in his life. There were times when his frustrations were
exaggerated as a result, but I’m sure my own cavalier attitude and reckless
approach to life never helped matters either. Given how sensitive I am
and how I can never quite resist arguing against authority, it made for a
problematic combination. My dad was always athletic and something of
a social presence when I was growing up, and I was pretty different from
that. I was really overweight and very shy, and I think his idea for how
to break me out of my shell often ran contrary to what I felt comfortable
with. There were a fair amount of fights, a lot of not talking to one another, and a general atmosphere of conflict that surrounded our relationship.
As crazy as it sounds, this viewing of Repo Man was one of the first
times we bonded on something we both enjoyed in quite some while. The
movie’s humor and gritty edge appealed to both of us, providing the fuel
for a connection. Just being able to let my guard down and appreciate his
presence during this period of time was meaningful and helped remind
both of us how similar we are to one another. As I intimated before, life
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doesn’t offer us a neat and tidy path forward, and one of the ways that
plays out is in how small rifts can grow into larger divides. Sometimes
we’re blessed with an opportunity to recalibrate our affinities and get on a
better path with people. This was one such experience with my dad. Now
that we’re very close, I recognize so many more similarities in how he and
I carry ourselves. Obviously, camp films like Repo Man are an area of common interest, but more nuanced areas have revealed themselves as well.
That said, this viewing of Repo Man stands out as a building block for that
better relationship, and when I hear Iggy’s theme for the movie, that’s one
of the things I’m reminded of.
I was roughly 17 the first time I knowingly listened to Iggy’s music.
I had just met John, who’s now been my closest friend for almost twenty
years. At the moment in question, we were hanging out with some skater
kids behind Albertson’s in Paradise (shoutout to Mike, Joe, and Brian).
We were bored, so we started looking for things to fuck up. There were
some shopping carts behind the grocery store, so we did what came naturally: John drove his car while I pulled carts alongside it and let them go.
The carts slammed into the delivery trucks, trash cans and curbs behind
the store as onlookers laughed. Simple acts of vandalism were par for the
course for John and me, but this episode was given transcendent energy
thanks to what John was blaring on his car stereo: Raw Power by Iggy and
the Stooges.
My impression of the music was similar to that of the Repo Man
theme: attitude. I could feel the fiery tone and driven anger of the tracks.
Their heavier-than-hell riffs added a distinct edge to our delinquency.
Even now, the frenetic opening seconds of “Search & Destroy” send me
to a very specific place, initiated by the high whine of James Williamson’s
guitar descending into fuzzy riffs that melt with Iggy’s glammed-out vocals. The song simultaneously merges worlds and opens a space of its own,
laying the groundwork for the straight-up punk sound that would follow.
Music is a thing that can draw you closer to a person, and that was
certainly the case with John and me. I held up my end of the bargain by
introducing him to Joy Division around that same time, and acts like
those mentioned represent how we’ve shaped each other’s musical tastes.
More than any other person, music has been the backbone of John’s and
my relationship, and our taste in music has continually grown together,

for the most part2. I’m certain his closeness as a friend is a reason why music has continued to play such a central role in my life, and it’s something
I’m overwhelmingly grateful for.
It’s bizarre to now have a before and after to each of these episodes.
Following the Camp Fire, all three memories experienced a shift in
meaning, as though their former nature were still visible through a sheet
of fogged glass. They were no longer reflections I could conjure up and
dismiss at will. They were delicate and had to be handled with more care
than I’d ever given them before. I’ve centered this piece around Iggy, but
the same has become true of all my memories from youth. When reflecting on places I frequented, the time I spent with loved ones, or the world
that was encompassed in the town of Paradise, a brittleness now exists
which was never there before.
In meditating on the destruction of my hometown, I’ve thought a
lot about the fragile, erratic way in which we become the people we are.
Our lives are a feeble, pale ember that we work like hell to keep from
going out. Music like Iggy’s helps us keep that spark lit. Its cadence and
contrast in our experience lets us hold on to feelings and events we rarely
know the importance of in the moment and can never go back to. Music
attunes our relationship to the moment and helps us carve out space for
memories that can endure. The memories recounted above are insubstantial in their own right but grow in importance because of their relation
to an iconic figure and the people who matter most to me. There’s no
concrete reason for them to mean so much to me, and yet they do, all the
same.
When thinking of Paradise, there’s now a solemnity that I don’t
know will ever go away. Though all these memories have been sieved
through the same tragedy, there’s also something earnest and celebratory
in them. To have come from a place and have the gift of such close family
and friends is a true blessing. These connections remain vibrant even now
and survive in part because of their proximity to figures like Iggy, whose
resilient bonds can pull me through the bummer drifts.
When I saw Iggy live for the first time in 2016, it was the best show
I’ve ever seen. For a guy in his 70s, Iggy’s moves and energy were beyond
belief, and the set he played was loud, heavy and full of hits. I was mes2 I still can’t stand Nine Inch Nails. Sorry, John.
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merized. I stood there texting my brother, John and so many other friends
from Paradise about the feast for the senses I was witnessing. It’s part of
a larger conversation we’ve been having for most of our lives. It’s odd to
say but also true: Iggy and his music helped me grow closer to the people most important to me in life. He’s even helping me now as I lay new
groundwork for memories of the place I loved most on earth.
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Landscape:

Los Plugz and Life in the
Park with Debris
Roberto Tejada

Figure 1. Richard Duardo's poster Plugz/Nuevo Wavo, 1978
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“Astrobrite melon” is the commanding silk-screen color (fig. 1).
Two fields of vibrant orange-pink divide the poster into upper and lower
planes, one in a diagonal pattern, held together over an area of the underlying paper as though attached by two black strips that resemble electrical
tape on which letters appear to spill. They reiterate the bannered moniker above, a high-pitched announcement —“PLUGZ”—broadcast in
radioactive yellow typeface. A slanted inset over the cantaloupe backdrop
features photographic material, the headshot of a male youth sporting a
spiked coiffure, his eyes bulging, mouth open, and teeth firmly chomping on a spiral telephone cord. Over the purple and black dot pattern of
yet another tilted bar below, the typeface in jukebox brush-script reads:
“Nuevo Wavo,” transposing “new wave” into Spanish. By 1978, the year
artist Richard Duardo created this poster, the Plugz, a punk-inspired
trio fronted by Tito Larriva (the poster’s likely photograph subject), had
gained much admiration among critics, peers, and fans alike as one of
the most exciting outfits playing the Los Angeles club circuit. With its
underground origins linked at first to short-lived venues like the Masque
(1655 North Cherokee Avenue) and Larchmont Hall (180 N. Larchmont
Boulevard), the scene gradually surfaced to include other locations: in
Hollywood, the Whiskey a Go-Go (8901 Sunset Boulevard) and the Starwood (8151 Santa Monica Boulevard); in Chinatown, Madame Wong’s
(949 Sun Mun Way) and the Hong Kong Cafe (425 Gin Ling Way); and
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downtown, Al’s Bar (305 South Hewitt Street). In 1980 the all-age performance venue the Vex began to operate in East L.A. as an extension of Self
Help Graphics and Art (3802 Cesar E. Chavez Avenue, formerly Brooklyn), the community art center founded by a Franciscan nun, Sister Karen
Boccalero.1 Duardo, after graduating from UCLA in graphic design, had
begun working in the early 1970s with several art collectives. One of
these was Self Help, which served East Los Angeles’ primarily Chicano
and Mexicano community by offering print facilities so local artists could
create silk-screened works such as Plugz/Nuevo Wavo.2
Cultural as well as geographic distances separated the worlds of
Hollywood and East L.A., but if there was any band capable of bridging
those gaps it was the Plugz—for example, when they headlined “East L.A.
Night” at the Roxy on Sunset Boulevard, together with the Brat, Thee
Undertakers, and Los Illegals.3 Tito Larriva’s oft-remarked charisma was
matched by the calibrated musicianship of band mates Chalo Quintana,
and Barry McBride (later replaced by Tony Marsico). Talking to Times
writer Kristine McKenna, McBride summarized the sound of the band
as “an amalgam of rhythm and blues, heavy metal, and traditional Spanish music,”4 whereas McKenna herself described them as playing “hard
driving punk with a melodic edge,” with Larriva as the riveting exemplar
1 Josh Kun, “Vex Populi,” Los Angeles magazine, March 2003, 62–70.
2 Inasmuch as posters had established a communications network for the Chicano Arts Movement
on the walls and windows of homes, offices, and storefronts—markers connecting private and public
space, even as they promoted art exhibitions, concerts, theatrical productions, mass meetings, and
rallies—poster artists expressed solidarity with oppressed peoples both at home and abroad, including
those that opposed the war in Southeast Asia and supported liberation movements throughout
Central America. Some examples include Rupert García’s screen prints Fuera de Indochina! (Out of Indochina!) (1970), Freedom for Political Prisoners (Angela Davis) (1971), and Allende, 1909–73 (1973);
and Malaquías Montoya’s Viet Nam Aztlán Fuera (1973) and One Year of Military Dictatorship (1977).
3 Jeff Spurrier, “Plugz: Back in Business,” Los Angeles Times, January 10th, 1982. In addition to Tito
Larriva and Chalo Quintana of the Plugz, Alice Bag (Alice Armendariz) of the Bags, and San Diego
band the Zeros, Latinos were an integral part of the L.A. punk scene from its beginnings. Writer Sean
Carrillo notes “the contributions of Ron Reyes and Dez Cadena of Black Flag, Dave Drive of the
Gears, Gerardo Velazquez of Nervous Gender, Joe Ramirez of the Eyes, as well as the Brat, the Odd
Squad, the Rents, and the Girl Scouts, among others, [who] were an undeniable part of its history and
growth.” Sean Carrillo, “East of Eden,” in Forming: The Early Days of L.A. Punk (Los Angeles: Smart
Art Press, 1999), 38. A list of those others includes Juan Gómez of the Human Hands, Eddie Muñoz
and Louie Ramirez of the Plimsouls, and Charles Ramirez (aka Chuck Roast) of the Suburban Lawns.

of “elegance, humor, and conviction.”5 With his lyric minimalism Larriva
skewered the media-driven “mindless contentment” looming over the new
creative class of Los Angeles (“All of the normals want to be on TV”). He
sang about desires and discontent, too, in the emergent “scene” of which
he was a participant-witness, all of it taking a toll on everyday selfhood:
“A gain a loss / No matter the cost.”6 With rare emotional tenor, their
songs—recorded on two albums, Electrify Me (1979) and Better Luck
(1981)—belie those U.S. promises that do not distribute equally, especially if you are socially marked in the spatial disconnection of Los Angeles
itself: “When things look closer / that’s when they’re furthest away.” To
the actual distances separating parts from the whole of the city—indeed,
so often keeping the various scenes asunder—came the increasing price of
oil throughout the crises of the 1970s. Duardo’s silk screen includes the
numbers intoned by Larriva and the Plugz in a secret-agent punk tune
entitled “Gas Line,” referring to price hikes at filling stations in Los Angeles from 1975 to 1979. At a time when fuel was still counted in cents per
gallon—“55 to 61 / 61 to 84 / 84 to 90”—the song conveys a historical
moment whose continuation was at best precarious: “We’re all tapping gas
. . . Don’t light a match.”
The posters for upcoming shows at venues throughout the city
reflect a public culture that emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s
around nighttime concert settings. This culture satirized fantasies of the
status quo, and Hollywood’s image engineering was one of its particularly
dependable targets.7 By the early 1980s, there emerged in Los Angeles a
phantom version of Hollywood that included the Groundlings Theater’s
1981 midnight skewering of children’s television, The Pee-Wee Herman
Show (starring Paul Reubens in the title role, Tito Larriva as his friend
Hammy, and actor-by-day nightclub-bouncer-by-night Lawrence Fishburne as Cowboy Curtis). There was Peter Iver’s cable-access delirium
5 Kristine McKenna, “Plugz Keep on Plugging,” Los Angeles Times, July 13th, 1980.
6 The Plugz, “A Gain–A Loss,” on Electrify Me, Fatima Records, 1979.

4 Richard Cromelin, Kristine McKenna, Don Snowden, and Robert Hilburn, “Rounding Up the L.A.
Sound,” Los Angeles Times, April 29th, 1979.

7 George Lipsitz, “Not Just Another Social Movement: Poster Art and the Movimiento Chicano,” in
American Studies in a Moment of Danger (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 171.
Lipsitz writes that oppositional movements are successful insofar as they argue and encourage a contrary consciousness. They can account for shared experiences that make collective action imperative
and make way for individuals who can find a place for themselves in the shared history of their social
group, even as they prompt people “to take risks for systemic change.” As well, they invert or satirize
ideas and images that support the standard narrative.
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known as New Wave Theater that hosted bands such as the Plugz, the Suburban Lawns, the Blasters, the Circle Jerks, and Fear.8 Its intrepid editing
and gonzo variety-show format both aped and indulged in late-night kook
philosophizing, the drone of advertising culture, and Southern California
transcendentalism. The vernacular assemblage art that was punk fashion
lampooned the glamour of Hollywood by pillaging secondhand stores for
its own rough-and-tumble spectacle, unwittingly rasquache through and
through, even as its manifold styles shared, as McKenna pointedly observes, a “quality of studied amateurishness.”9 If so much depended upon
“How to Look Punk”—in as much as a “simple t-shirt, punk-style necktie, a few chains or safety pins, and jeans is getting it on”— corporeal expressiveness proved at best to be a form of nonconformist swagger linked
to misfit pragmatism.10 In this culture’s patterns of looking and being
seen, photocopied flyers, promotional shots for bands, and ’zines such as
Slash and Flipside all captured a style that made it possible for idolaters to
individuate and connect by way of insider distinctions that mapped you
among the happy few. What Fred “Phast Phreddie” Patterson dubbed the
Underground Rock Elite of Los Angeles11 was as much involved in staging
the nightmare aspect of Sunset Strip glamour—John Doe and Exene
Cervenka’s dissonant vocalizing to “Sex and Dying in High Society”—as
it was committed to spoofing industry ennui and showbiz exceptionalism.
One need only consider the Circle Jerks (such trinkets of sentiment as
“I’ve got the world up my ass”) or, more darkly, the stream-of-conscious8 Josh Frank, In Heaven Everything Is Fine: The Unsolved Life of Peter Ivers and the Lost History of New
Wave Theatre (New York: Soft Skull Press, 2009).
9 Kristine McKenna, “Remembrance of Things Fast,” in Forming: The Early Days of L.A. Punk (Los
Angeles: Smart Art Press, 1999), 30.
10 Punk Rock: How to Look Punk, an undated vintage fanzine, submits: “That’s why ‘looking punk’
is best achieved using ordinary things around the house. Search drawers, closets and attics, plus your
friendly neighborhood thrift shops, for all varieties of PUNK JUNK to attach to your clothes (or
mend holes and rips)…use safety pins (the symbol of punkdom), paper clips and clothes pins…old
badges, buttons, charms, soda can flip-flop tabs and war medals…bathtub plug chains, dog chains,
hardware chains and locks…tumbler locks, bottle openers, rabbit’s foot key chains and large antique
hotel keys…bits of coiled rope, old neckties and broken shoestrings…studs, nuts ’n bolts, washers…
toy daggers…all tied, pinned, clipped, taped or stapled to clothing, or worn as junk jewelry, in your
own most individually creative fashion.” Thanks to Rose Salseda-Gómez and Daniel Gómez for their
joyous critical appreciation of this musical and artistic moment, and for providing access to this
period gem.
11 Mark Spitz and Brendan Mullen, We Got the Neutron Bomb: The Untold Story of L.A. Punk (New
York: Three Rivers Press, 2001).
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ness lyrics to X’s “Nausea”—“like a candy bar wrapped up for lunch that’s
all you get to taste poverty and spit poverty and spit”—to see connections
pointing back to the proto-punk poetics of Cortez and her critical dissociation from the beau monde and other elites in the kind of exuberance that
can intone “No admittance No return Keep out / Cash only day of Shit.”
Video maker and performance artist Ulysses Jenkins described also
the precariousness of racial and ethnic experience in the shadow of Hollywood. “What [it] represents, especially in my work, is the classic plantation mentality. Although people aren’t necessarily enslaved by it, people
enslave themselves to it because they’re told how fantastic it is to help
manifest these illusions for a corporate sponsor.”12 While artists and musicians scrutinized that Hollywood and its detrimental effects, the actual
Hollywood district became, if not entirely a zone of social détente, then at
least a place where “punk” as an identity in its broadest sense, and shorthand for L.A.’s avant-garde, was prone to trump other (at times limiting)
social and sexual identities. New modes of musical performance emerged
from those initial inflections in an extended Hollywood field that included venues such as Club Lingerie (6507 Sunset Boulevard), the Anti-Club
(4658 Melrose Avenue), Cathay de Grande (1600 North Argyle Avenue),
China Club (8338 West Third Street), and especially Club Lhasa (1110
North Hudson Avenue). It comprised the heady high jinks of an avant
cabaret style, such that brassy chanteuse Magie Song of the Fibonaccis
(“Fellini-circus-chamber-mobile-home-park-Muzak from hell”13) could
vamp about interethnic sexual politics (“Disgusting Man”) and confront
audiences with radical cultural difference, as in the number “Rice Song,”
alternately growled and cooed in Korean. There were also enactments of a
“Third World video vision,”14 combining the sounds of soul and art-rock
with a political critique of U.S. global ascendancy during the Reagan era.
It’s in this latter configuration that Jenkins’ work comes into panoramic view. Times journalist Don Snowden wrote that Jenkins looked
to combat “cultural stereotypes and the media saturation of modern
12 Quoted in Don Snowden, “Maverick Visions,” Los Angeles Times, July 22nd, 1986.
13 Self-description by keyboardist John Dentino; see Jeff Spurrier, “Fibonaccis Are Rota Rooters,” Los
Angeles Times, June 27th, 1982.
14 Snowden, “Maverick Visions.”
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society.”15 Earlier, the abjections enacted in Cortez’s Festivals and Funerals
had been meant to underline and redirect “visceral feelings about black
bodies fueled by sexual myths of black women and men…as threatening
creatures who have potential for sexual powers over whites, or as harmless,
desexed underlings of a white culture.”16 For his 1978 art video Mass of
Images—produced while completing an MFA at Otis Art Institute17—
Jenkins appears before a draped backdrop in a recording studio. A transparent mask forms a bubble covering his face over which he wears large
tinted glasses. From behind a pyramid of television sets, the artist swerves
toward the camera in a wheelchair. He wears a bath or hospital robe, with
a knitted scarf in an American flag design pulled around his neck, and he
wields a sledgehammer. As captured by cameraman Bob Dale, Jenkins begins to recite a set of rhyming verses: “You’re just a mass of images you’ve
gotten to know / from years and years of TV shows. / The hurting thing;
the hidden pain / was written and bitten into your vein. / I don’t and I
won’t relate / and I think for some it’s too late!” Subsequent editing splices
the single-take performance with jarring images from a variety of sources:
D. W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation; The Little Rascals; Al Jolson in The Jazz
Singer; vaudeville minstrel Bert Williams; and Laurel and Hardy in Pardon
Us. Just as Jenkins prepares to lift the heavy implement and demolish the
TV sets, there’s a “break” in the performance and a burst of laughter, and
the performer heckles: “Oh, my Lord Jesus…” [a gasp for breath: more
laughter] “What the hell does that mean!?” Jenkins seamlessly transitions
back “into character” and continues to recite verses again as he draws close
to the camera for the final blackout. The deeper inference from that eruption—whether scripted or unscripted, a moot point—is the possibility of

regaining composure and self-possession within the mass of images that
work to contain black bodies in representation.
In the early 1980s, Jenkins expanded cross-culturally in ways that
were consistent with the public culture of those post-punk intersections of
genre and social constituency. Life in the Park with Debris was a music-dance troupe formed when Jenkins, then working for a video-rental reproduction company in Hollywood, met guitarist Michael Delgado. Life
in the Park’s choreographed art-wave, jazz-inspired compositions originated in a “riff” the artist had presented to Delgado for a performance-art
class Jenkins was teaching at California State University, Dominguez
Hills. Jenkins added his vocals—part of the “Debris”—to Delgado’s
ensemble. The resulting sound also highlighted futuristic computer-blip
coloring on synthesizer by Vinzula Kara, a leading figure in the L.A.
underground music scene who later collaborated with politically driven
conceptualist Daniel J. Martinez.18 In Without Your Interpretation (1983;
13:54 min.), Jenkins experimented with the emerging music video format, based on footage from a performance that took place on September
18, 1983, at the Art Dock in downtown Los Angeles (112 Center Street).
The video features Life in the Park performing in the urban open air, an
afternoon musical presentation intercut with Debris’ twilight choreography staged with members of the Rudy Perez workshop.19 To these were
added scenes assembled from the news media in what Jenkins describes
as “a critical examination of mid-80s American culture and global issues
through musical performance.” The video’s reliance on multilayered
content, at once documentary and experimental, connected to the aims of
fellow makers such as Senga Nengudi who shared an interest in generating

15 Ibid. In writing about “the creative scene that is seldom seen or written about,” Snowden adds:
“Only a handful of local outlets, ranging from museums to underground rock clubs, exhibit fine-art
videos and Jenkins’ political thrust and Third World perspective often encountered stiff opposition
there.” Public access television on cable provided opportunities for artists like Jenkins to produce and
air videos with content about the community. Jenkins considered his completed videos “rituals” and
he christened his choppy style of editing (reminiscent of other cable-access productions like New Wave
Theater) “doggereal.”

18 Other members included saxophonist Harold (Stemsy) Hunter (original member of the rock
group Electric Flag led by Buddy Miles) and David Strother on electric violin, Larry Tuttle on the
Chapman Stick bass, and Jack Nathan on drums. Life in the Park with Debris was an early configuration of what later became Othervisions Art Band: a lineup comprising Michael Delgado on guitar and
backup vocals, Oscar Del Pinal on bass, Brent Woten on drums, and Reyes Rodriguez (later founding
director of Trópico de Nopal art gallery) on tracks and percussion; Ulysses Jenkins provided lead and
backup vocals, as well as rhythm guitar. A track entitled “Sobriety” was copenned with eventual front
man to the Negro Problem Mark Stewart, who with Heidi Rodewald produced several recordings as
Stew, and wrote the 2009 Tony Award–winning musical Passing Strange. Prior to founding the Negro
Problem, Stewart briefly played in a band with Vinzula Kara called Primal Syntheses, and he had
replaced Michael Delgado to collaborate with Jenkins on a CD entitled Serendipity. I am grateful to
Ulysses Jenkins for providing this information.

16 Cornel West, Race Matters (Boston: Beacon Press, 1993), 83.
17 Jenkins addressed this theme again in his 1979 MFA performance piece Just Another Rendering of
the Same Old Problem. See Paul Von Blum, “Ulysses Jenkins: A Griot for the Electronic Age,” Journal
of Pan African Studies 3, no. 2 (September 2009): 140–41.
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19 Performing were Crono, Bob Dale, Todd Gray, Liz Rodriguez, Maren Hassinger, Ulysses Jenkins,
Senga Nengundi, Frank Parker, and May Sun.
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“an image tapestry of sound, movement and sculpture.”20 The opening sequence begins with Life in the Park’s acoustic drifting, with tonal qualities
referencing Jimi Hendrix (“Drifting,” Cry of Love), Pere Ubu (“One Less
Worry,” New Picnic Time), and Tuxedomoon (“East/Jinx/…/Music #1,”
Desire)—musical gestures contemporaneous as well with ideas explored by
the New York M-Base jazz collective. The video’s opening footage transitions in a sequence—sliver of moon, planet earth, an aerial topographic
view—that gives way to the 1983 downtown Los Angeles skyline and
finally to the band in free-flowing preamble. Rapid edits show the Rudy
Perez troupe as each dancer alternates shoulders and hands outstretched
against a wall, evoking arrest or entrapment by law enforcement. Pendant
flashlights illuminate the futurist totem face-paint designs of Patssi Valdez,
founding member of the Chicano conceptual art collective ASCO—to be
sure, Jenkins was exceptional in his cross-cultural prescience and in foregrounding women of color in his multimedia works. Majestic landscapes,
snowcapped mountains, pristine rivers and waterfalls: intersecting scenes
of natural beauty return to shots of Jenkins vocalizing at the microphone
or kneeling over an East African xylophone, the singer clad in a gingham-print pantsuit, the Stars and Stripes forming a sash tied at his waist.
“Somehow you feel, somehow you feel, what’s going on. For our ancestors
say, somehow you feel that they’re not getting a fair share….” The ensuing
chain of images includes an Asian mother grieving a son killed in combat,
the Columbia space shuttle and Spacelab astronauts, a heart-replacement
surgery, anchorman Charles Gibson in a financial news report, the civil
war in El Salvador, Ronald Reagan and Gorbachev (“Still not talking /
Starting to talk”) during a disarmament summit—as Jenkins, in song,
implores “Don’t let them push that button.” Scenes of U.S. pleasure
economies (Venice Beach roller bladers, a Miss America pageant) fluctuate
with images of political protesters, law enforcement crowd control, and
a stack of South African Krugerrands: “Let’s scream and holler for the
earthquake, what’s going on?”
The piece was restaged that same year, as Without Your Interpretation
2, at Hollywood’s Club Lhasa, “a popular alternative performance art
venue.” In Jenkins’ description, the work was “directed at the insensitivity
of middle-class attitudes towards the Third World. As a yuppie couple

barbecued an evening’s meal, chilling & drinking their wine, oblivious to
everything…primal states of movement evolved into the robotic movements reflecting societies [sic] lack of concern.” A TV set on the couple’s picnic table functioned as “an ‘omnipotent eye’ looking back and forth on the
screen watching them.”21 Tito Larriva of the Plugz had sung, in Better Luck’s
track entitled “American,” of U.S. global interventions and the sinister side
of naiveté: “American took the bait / American took the gun…He watches
he waits he takes / He watches he waits he takes.” That same evening, as Life
in the Park with Debris performed Without Your Interpretation 2, on the
twilight of yet another U.S. effort to gain ascendancy, Ronald Reagan sent
troops to occupy the island of Grenada.
As Snowden has written, only “a handful of local outlets, ranging
from museums to underground rock clubs, exhibit[ed] fine-art videos and
Jenkins’ political thrust and Third World perspective often encountered stiff
opposition there.”22 Los Angeles Times writers from Salazar to McKenna and
Snowden have been essential in making public “the creative scene that is
seldom seen or written about,”23 remarkable for a mainstream print publication. City nightclubs and journalistic prose, like the interart relation of poetry and drawing, give way to each other as defiant locations for experimentation, commonality, and action. Geographer Edward Soja recalls that social
space—human exchanges enacted over a concrete landscape—and such
writing that submits place for legible view join to constitute the ground and
consequence of an amalgamated process for mobilizing urban stories.24 In
visual and written arguments against a backdrop that connects the Vietnam
War to the U.S. occupation of Grenada, bodies in public prompt awareness
of internal and external differences that make a subject distinguishable in
evolving sequences of social crises and survival. They telescope in time and
the historical uncanny. Secretly familiar, their practices here collapse spaces
of ethnicity, global geography, and working method. They ghost claims
to an alleged city essence or ethos for Los Angeles by exposing what some
versions prefer to keep concealed and out of sight.

20 Ulysses Jenkins and Senga Nengudi Fittz, press release, “Chance Unfrozen,” 1983. Manuscript
provided by Ulysses Jenkins.

24 Edward W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London
and New York: Verso, 1989).
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21 Artist’s website: http://www.ulyssesjenkins.com/without.html.
22 Snowden, “Maverick Visions.”
23 Snowden, “Maverick Visions.”
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On the Tendency
of Humans to Form
Groups
Kate Robinson

suburban adolescence is a harsh
boredom for most, but
once I stopped doing things I didn’t care
about to fit in with people I barely cared for
I completely re-oriented from
no interest in knowing
slightly untethered and outside
frequently alienated breaking
implicit social codes or just being too weird
separate from the girls and
a function they serve. suburban culture
offered no depth or reflection, no truth, no screams,
no vulnerability or thrashing.
it came along a seductive subculture
raised by jazz, the punk of a
certain era and/or sensibility
underground opened up around me
letting go of my mind to my body in a throng
I could feel like
something and I could
expand
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my taste for noises of all
I could reject appearing, I
previously apparent to me
I could try on an array
and eventually politics.
I could reject the over and over again, or try to.
my sphere of influence tightened, coiled in on itself,
the local scene intoxicating
enough to absorb my focus fully
an extension of the impulse that brought me
heaving to
a space I could try on and
the driving principles didn’t hinge on being popular
I could feel comfortable on the edges or with uncertainty
my slant fit.
my politics intersecting my lived experience intersecting my relationship to language intersecting my aesthetic sense intersecting my
relationships intersecting my body.
Sometimes I feel more like a poet relating to poets than
when I’m writing,
I can’t separate my poet-ness from my punk-ness, even if the two
don’t exactly square
the paratextual trappings of both poetry and punk have always been
at the center of their function for me. Part of the point is the group,
the affinity, the assertion that another world can exist inside culture.
Culture within culture, and not subordinate.
If you try hard enough you can almost fully insulate yourself from
consensus reality culture.
Poetry demands that one examine, rewards going all in.
Punk gives respect to the fully committed
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Yes of course there is the music, the work, the totem at the center
of the room that brings us all inside, but it becomes a politic, for
better or worse.
A web of meanings
Collectivity and doing things for yourself,
manifesting it as best you can
with the caveat that young white kids are really fucking limited
but some of the best people in my life
bonded in my early 20s at Food not Bombs
scavenged veggies and fake meat, Odwalla juice, books and records
from the dumpsters of Seattle and Tukwila and served the food
we made with our bounty in the park in the middle of downtown
Olympia to anyone who came.
Mostly it was just our friends, a problem that continually went
unadressed because we were so in love with each other and what we
were doing.

I’ve tried to capture in words the rapture of being physically overtaken by music, either by the sound itself, so loud or bass-heavy
that it vibrates your entire body, or by the throng, by the thrashing,
by your own tossing of your entire body through the space, against
your peers.
always seeking a new place to push against
a dual function, vibrational and political
of the body of the mind
grasping at works that can vibrate
did and did not know the shape that was arising
Commitment gets you respect. Fully committing shows you are
invested, fully, and that you trust the room to hold you. I cannot
capture it, but it is fun to try.

Amanda’s car still smells like a dumpster.
Poets serve poems mostly to their friends in much the same way.
Stein and Beckett broke my perceptions of language
and I located a punk in writing
a dark beating heart
within three days of moving to Oakland I found myself in an uncanny living room: a house show, but instead of a string of vibrating bands they were poets vibrating. The uneasy resemblance to my
cultural womb drew me in.
In these worlds the people you admire most are smashed right there
up against you.
These spaces do not always live up to their transcendent potential,
tho, politics occur in all groups. But the transcendence continually
reemerges.
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Oh Bondage
Up Yours!
Jamie Townsend

Carol Rama and Eleanor Antin, Yoko Ono and Carolee Schneeman…Gretchen Phillips and Cibo Matto, Leslie Feinberg and
Faith Ringgold, Mr. Lady, Laura Cottingham, Mab Segrest and
The Butchies man, don’t stop…
Gertrude Stein, Marlon Riggs, Billie Jean King, Ut, DJ Cuttin
Candy, David Wojnarowicz, Melissa York, Nina Simone, Ann
Peebles, Tammy Hart, The Slits, Hanin Elias, Hazel Dickens,
Cathy Sissler, Shirley Muldowney, Urvashi Vaid, Valie Export,
Cathy Opie, James Baldwin, Diane Dimassa, Aretha Franklin,
Joan Jett, Mia X, Krystal Wakem, Kara Walker, Justin Bond,
Bridget Irish, Juliana Lueking, Cecilia Dougherty, Ariel Skrag,
The Need, Vaginal Creme Davis, Alice Gerard, Billy Tipton,
Julie Doucet, Yayoi Kusama, Eileen Myles… (Le Tigre “Hot
Topic”)
I can trace most of my creative life back to the first time I heard
punk rock in the front seat of my uncle Dave’s car. Dave was a first wave
punk from Boston who delighted in sharing with me cassette tapes of
The Dead Kennedys, Bad Brains, The Ramones, as well as stories about
bumping into local punks turned music superstars, like Adam Horovitz
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from the Beastie Boys, during the early eighties. Hearing those tapes for
the first time, pouring over his copy of Get in the Van: On the Road With
Black Flag, felt like the first thing that made sense, that clicked inside my
head, penetrating the evangelical bubble of my early teens. There was an
irresistible romanticism that insinuated itself from the righteous anger, social boredom, and forceful rebellion in those tapes and stories; a glittering,
chipped nail beckoning me away from what, at the time, seemed safe.
When I was 16 I had an earring punched out by a skinhead in a
Pennywise pit. I was younger looking than my 16 years and femmey but
male presenting and definitely not out. Now, more than 20 years after
the fact, I’m thinking about how much of the romance I ascribe to those
formative years is bound up with the latent violence in a culture based
around hedonistic nihilism, the permissive scope of male rage that swings
itself in all directions from the inside out. I enjoyed the privilege of being,
for the most part, an object of scorn to those musclebound misanthropes,
a piece of pop punk fluff drifting in the maelstrom, never really a target of
predatory aggression; something more like collateral damage. Not having a language or scope for being a body that is neither/nor, somewhere
floating between any defined category, despite my bleached out hair and
pyramid studs, I too easily slipped into the background.
There’s no escape from punk’s incubation of Fugazi’s often quoted
“ice cream-eating motherfuckers”—bros eager to wield power in the form
of violence, to see violence towards other more precarious bodies as a
form of personal exorcism. Recently I’ve been reading Andrea Abi-Karam’s
Extratransmission and Sara Larsen’s The Riot Grrrl Thing. Both of these
works look at punk as a place to stake a new claim, in poetry, polemic
and history. They have been urging me to continue gathering around me
voices of resistance to dominant culture—rebel voices that force back
the football hooligan, skinhead, sexist punk throng. These two books of
poetry tackle the brutal tactics of bros, the creeping sludge of misogyny, a
culture steeped in Social Darwinism, with the weapons ready at hand—
loud amps, boots, bracelets, and a fuck you, us to the front attitude. They
remind me that strength is drawn from those you are in intimate community with, sweating, shouting, those you are speaking with and to. How
these voices together form a call and response that stretches back beyond
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the year that punk broke and forward into some indeterminate future,
one we are in the middle of shaping as we speak.
***
“I was a libertine in / the ante-room of love” (Sara Larsen [SL])
“I’m a man-eating machine” (Grace Jones)
“next time he tries to ruffle my mane / i’ll rear. i’ll box the air to remind
him / i could crush his panicked head / beneath my heels” (Andrea AbiKaram [AAK])
“I’m still angry at so much—class, gender, society, the way we are constantly mentally coerced into behaving a certain way without us even
knowing it. I feel so oppressed by the weight of it all that I just want to
blow a hole in it all.” (Viv Albertine)
“Someone yells, girls move forward, girls forward, girls to the light-flickering front” (SL)
“I felt as though I was rushing into a burning building to discover the
ideas I needed for my own life.” (Leslie Feinberg)
“THIS IS THE END OF THE CANON & AN ATTEMPT TO
ADAPT TO A WORLD THAT CONSTANTLY FAILS ME” (AAK)
“THERE I AM!” (Juliana Huxtable)
“IF I SMILE AT YOU THAT DOESN’T MEAN I DON’T THINK YR
A JERK” (SL)
“They shake their hair like the bacchantes who love to agitate their thyrsi.”
(Monique Wittig)
“I WAS THERE WAITING 4 U IN THE DARK BOOTS DOUBLE
KNOTTED, ANKLES BRACED FOR THE MOMENT WHEN THE
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BASS WAS DIRTY AND THE BLAST BEATS SHOOK THE FLOOR
TO DRIVE MY ELBOW INTO YR GUT FOR EVEN DARING TO
RUN INTO ME” (AAK)
“I am still a revolutionist…I am glad I was in the Stonewall riot. I remember when someone threw a Molotov cocktail, I thought, ‘My God, the
revolution is here. The revolution is finally here!” (Sylvia Rivera)
“UnManangeAble crux of femme” (SL)
“Is your finger aching?
I can feel you hesitating
Is your finger aching?
I can feel you hesitating
Is your finger aching?
Is your finger aching?” (Au Pairs)
“THIS SONG IS ABOUT ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS / I TOLD
EVERYONE ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. / FROM LA TO KANSAS
CITY TO MINNEAPOLIS // MAYBE U LISTENED, MAYBE YOU
DIDN’T // turn me up NOW” (AAK)
“I want to shake people up so bad, that when they leave a nightclub where
I’ve performed, I just want them to be in pieces.” (Nina Simone)
“Fervently I marry a band full of women named Kim” (SL)
“Just biting everything which comes too close” (Bjork)
“I CAN YELL AT U ALL I WANT BUT STILL NOBODY ELSE
KNOWS WHAT’S GOING ON // I JUST NEED TO FIND MY
WORDS” (AAK)
You have to act as if it were possible to radically change the world. And
you have to do it all the time” (Angela Davis)
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“Don’t you know I don’t belong to you. Yet somehow I seem to persist.”
(SL)

when she smells danger, she spills herself all over, like gasoline, and lights
it.” (Just Grahn)

“I’m gonna erase you
Just like a drawing
Erase you
Flush you like my toilet
Erase you
Show you I’m a woman
Erase you
This is what I feel like” (ESG)

“how to become a new glitch, a new disruption?” (AAK)

“a poetry of directness: / Kill all the noise bros who move to Brooklyn &
tell everyone / desperately that the noise they’re making is the only thing
they / believe in” (AAK)

“To understand the mechanics of how women have been made to feel
inferior, and induced to willingly maintain themselves in this state, is to
understand how the entire population is kept under control.” (Virginie
Despentes)

“I invent shouts, screams, revolts / but generally people flee / or they
remain silent.” (Miyo Vestrini)
“Am I from SEA or am I from BEE or / Am I of stream of am I of bitch
of Am I on BOUGH or / Am I from FIRE of Am I / mother of am I
earth / Do I crash in RAGE WAVES / teeth full of grubs” (SL)

“[we fight back to control the outside] again, playing with fire / unpleasant reminders burnt away”(kari edwards)

“KILL THE BRO IN YOUR HEAD” (AAK)

“My pantheon smashes American haunt-my-soul-ed-ness” (SL)

“The hades ladies are dressed to kill” (Poly Styrene)

“I am going to write fire until it comes out of my ears, my eyes, my noseholes—everywhere. Until it’s every breath I breathe. I’m going to go out
like a fucking meteor!” (Audre Lorde)

“yes to queercore, yes to stapled zines all over my pink bedroom rug. Yes
to dilapidated punk houses, yes to all night diners. Yes to girls with guitars, girls with glitter, girls with big glasses, girls with short skirts that are
for me NOT YOU” (SL)

“TO THE PUNK BRO WHO TOLD ME I HAD BRUTAL EYEBALLS: // U R SUCH A WHINER.” (AAK)
“To call a man an animal is to flatter him; he’s a machine, a walking dildo.’’ (Valerie Solanas)

“i am a limitless series of natural disasters and all of these disasters have
been unnaturally repressed.” (Kathy Acker)

“feel the fuckery of men who steal in on unmanageable words // feel this:
fuck you, I fly to Anaktoria” (SL)

“WHAT IF I NEED THIS HAND FOR SOMETHING ELSE. TO
STAB THE COP IN THE EYE WITH THE SCREWDRIVER OR
THE BRO IN THE EAR WITH A PEN. // OR TO GET ME OFF.
INSTEAD OF // GETTING ME THERE ON TIME” (AAK)

“She figured out that the only way to keep from being frozen was to stay
in motion, and long ago converted most of her flesh into liquid. Now

“Don’t take it personal
I choose my own fate
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I follow love
I follow hate” (The Raincoats)
Sara quotes Bikini Kill: “LOOK AT WHAT YOU TAUGHT ME YOUR
WORLD HAS TAUGHT ME NOTHING”
***
While I read I play record after record, looking for the voices that
shake me loose from my flimsy nostalgia. Thank you, Jackie Shane. Thank
you, Selda Bağcan. Thank you, Judee Sill. Thank you, Lingua Ignota.
Tonight I’m listening to Kleenex/Lilliput, our weeping all of a sudden turned into a thrown finger against entrenched power. Fuck a copyright infringement of tears. Our chorus swells into an ocean that crashes
against a verse or any single voice. It seems like the right place to end, at
least for now.
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If Punk is a Verb:
A Conversation

Ariel Resnikoff & Danny Shimoda

the idea here 		
is to talk punk in relation to
all the other
stuff we do— like punk is a modality in that sense
isn’t it? it’s
not other than poetry or horticulture or architecture
or
but
how did we get into punk in the first place?		
(the misfits
playing)		
fucking misfits are so damn good		
punk is a
current you become swept up in 		
guiding and challenging you
in so many different ways 		
thru-out yr life		
yeah a current or
wave		
a hill or
ledge 		
& the first bands 		
you ever listened to?
a whole scene
in southern CA called nardcore based out of Oxnard, CA
folks
like Ill repute, R.K.L. (Rich Kids on LSD), 		
Dr. Know
introduced me to punk rock & alcohol
around the same time
& it started w shows 		
when we were in 7th grade
at first it was all about the
release		
it really didn’t matter
who was playing
or what they were saying or
how good
they were the fast abrasive music sounded different
and
felt so 		
good
an abstract
form 			
that
signaled release but was not yet harnessed 		
in that 6th8th grade range we had so much pent up energy it’s looked down upon
		 and that energy is repressed 		
there aren’t enough
positive outlets for that energy
skateboarding & punk have
always helped me so much 		
the feeling of getting
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on a skate
& riding for real like playing music
or dancing
or both		
being in a circle pit 		
& bombing a
hill		 I remember discovering Bad Brains
when we 		
were 19 i had never heard anything like it
never had anything in my ears 		
like that!
it’s exactly
the kindof music my parents wdv’e		
told me to turn off
simply for its sound		
& energy
& risky potential
(great band name btw) so that risky potential
it’s what we found in art as well,
i think		
but OK lets
go back 				
to 2007 for a while we
were listening to a band called Botron		
because we lived w the
guitarist 		
Tim Shriver
in SC o yeah &
before
			
that
Tim had shared a room w Angel
Dominguez at Porter College		
& Botron wd play at our house
parties 			
& at our
friends’ house parties		
but how can we describe Botron?		
they were very loud, melodic,
				
definitely inspired by minutemen 		
			
their songs were mostly instrumental
& tore between strange fast melodies 		
& simple punk riffs
						almost spacepunk you might say
& so many of the artists 		
we hung out
with at the UCSC art department 		
& Porter College were
punks 		
or punk-inflected		
punk-adjacent folks
cause there’s a huge intersection 		
of punk and artmaking at UCSC 		
especially when it comes to printmaking
there’s a lot of 			
radical power 		
in
being able to create
produce &
distribute
images &
words w no middleman yeah, & thinking also of the history of the
poster & the postcard as well for that matter		
as a means of
circulating
information w great
immediacy		
the
immediacy of punk
&
printmaking &
poetry &
then of course there is
tattoo, 		
which was so much
just realizing
that
there’s a way 			
to be creative
and actually make a living 		
while avoiding the mainstream
expectations		
of a 9-5 job

& so the body then becomes
a site of formal
liberation
via aesthetics
a willingness			
to
cover the body in ornament limb to limb
punk both took &
gave us permission
for this impulse
& then in the day to day idea of it		
being an artist of the body 		
instead of being a chump at an
office 		
these are all interconnecting currents		
as far as tattooing goes, there’s also a lot of 		
nihilistic views
in the punk scene
& a lot of people
don’t really care what
goes on their body 		
& of course there are those
who choose to represent racist nationalist ideologies 		
who also identify as punks,
or even see themselves 		
at the
center of punk		
yes in this sense it is like anything else 		
there are always the violent
racist misogynist
who live in
the same world as we do and are closer than
you might think I have
had so much love, confusion
& also hurt 		
from the
punk community		
I remember being
picked up by
the throat
& threatened to get my ass kicked 		
when
I was in 8th grade because I accidentally ran into this huge
white,
		 probably v racist man in a circle pit…		
there are
always scary men		
in ever scene		
& there’s so
much patriarchy and racism
even within punk bands that 		
come off as fighting those things		
so much so deeply ingrained
racism and misogyny
co-opt punk
i think 		
since the impulse of punk 		
seems to me
			
wholly other than that
these ideologies the multifarious symptoms of fascism i mean
they coopt culture across every line
& the rage of punk i guess
is all too susceptible to
that fear & incessant		
fear
mongering
but our rage as artists		
punk-adjacent you
might say		
has been channeled into something else 		
wholly other than that anti-fascist in fact
ecological
—
ecolinguistic work what punk today
feels like to me
working with my community		
especially kids growing and
making medicine 		
and sharing it with friends 		
family & neighbors		
growing food		
con
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necting with the natural world, making and sharing art		
i suppose we might say
punk has become a vessel
&
what we put into it 		
is a whole other question		
to use
that vessel twd a poetics, in all its multi forms if punk is		
a verb & 		
not
just
another		
adjective—

Just Drifting
Nicholas DeBoer

Never been faulted for being eager to learn it. A collection’s attitude
but loath of idea-less ephemera. Meaning in everything. A sleight of hand
full of silver tacks, the wild tale of a third grader’s prank for being forced
to watch the first bombs on Iraqi soil in 1991. Snapping back against
those who watch, condensed laughter revealing a corner-store grin. All
wild and aimed.
I was born to find meaning in the little tricks, to find meaning,
altar everything. To steal that right from Genesis P-Orridge’s show from
a couple years back at the Rubin. Plagiarism is necessary because progress
implies it. All a fucking palimpsest, wet pages and a fountain pen.
And then that occasional love at first site. John and then Mandy.
2005. John was Nate’s best friend and I fucking stole him, ran up the
bleachers screaming for blood and cackling victory. This classic Jagger/
Richards love game Nate and I’ve never stopped playing. I knew what I
wanted. Four months later I’m traveling the Amtrak twenty-six hours to
Maryland from Chicago. I’ve never felt more seen than I did going out
there. John printed out a stapled chapter by chapter copy of Guy Debord’s
The Society of the Spectacle. I was slayed. I had never read Marx or Trotsky
or The State and Revolution or heard that cymatic tone reaching to the
May ‘68 revolt. At best effort, I was just waking from the industrial bath
of twenty some years in the corn whiskey glow of Indiana. I mean, I had
thought that Fight Club was revolutionary. I had thought that love was
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transactional. I had voted for Ralph Nader, scoring liberal scratch card
points for protesting the Iraq invasion in 2003.
My initial thought on the spectacle was a form of the internet,
popular television shows. It seemed that you could pick and choose. You
could say, okay, this is a bad channel and even though you were engaged
in it, you didn’t have to participate with its base impulse. I am a base
impulse, a tone in the soil. “The spectacle cannot be understood as a mere
visual excess produced by mass-media technologies. It is a worldview that
has actually been materialized, that has become an objective reality.”
The stuff of nightmares, a shape of reality that I could see and feel
in all my social interactions. This was what the Situationist International
was fighting. A small knit group of artists and philosophers, who aimed
to take over art, criticism and then, finally, the government. The May ‘68
revolt was the culmination of years drifting (dérive) in post-war France. It
was an era, a cultural millstone seen as the advent of teen culture. A kind
of orgiastic world being led by the nose through mediated images and
unparalleled political trauma. Fifty years later we are still under the spell
of the spectacle. We aim our days to resume a kind of approval through
media and dismissiveness. The details own us as we purchase parcel for a
world we don’t understand, always just out of reach. It comes at us, arrives
with us, like a second soul wherever we go, just drifting.
John and Mandy convinced me to go to Naropa University, where I
would find my way as a poet. I was working as a bank teller the summer
before. Counting out money to soccer parent Humvee’s after long borderless days attempting to see how deep the page could go. I hadn’t been
exposed to much poetry at that point. I maybe knew who Allen Ginsberg
was, had read the Dharma Bums at the same bank. It felt rushed, but I
liked trying to meditate in bed, stretching my toes out straight, this act of
clearing. I had read Naked Lunch, burning junk style holes in my skull, a
fever dream trepanning. Burroughs had always believed that, “from symbiosis to parasitism (was) a short step. The word is now a virus.”
Right there, I can get it, I can get a big bang running hot between my
palms. If the word is a virus, did psilocybin create a vulnerability that gave
over to the bicameral mind? Circuit training off the shores of Sirius, drawing our worlds, portal to portal, developing language, memory, imagination and the rest of it from a hallucination plus-plus adventure?

Four years later, John and Mandy wanted to know if I wanted to join the
magickal organization that picked up after the Temple ov Psychick Youth
was shut down due to Genesis’ retirement in the early 90s. I said yes. I
had dropped the presentation of a godly Catholicism ten years earlier but
found the encompassing atheism weary and dull. I had seen wild things as
a kid. Ghostly figures hung by their necks in the corners of my childhood
room, mouths moving in translucent wetness. I would feel the cold air
premonitions of rooms where something bad had happened. Dreaming
deep into the hopes of being pulled down into the underworld just by
lying under my bed with my baby’s blanket. This stimulation of an extra
sense, to rile up the pineal gland. The spaceship built blanket fort, travelings far into the universe to unknown regions holding the dark brush of
anything that wasn’t cross-borne-savior blood rites.
John and Mandy printed it out for me, on yellow legal paper, Thee
Grey Book. “The Temple strives to end personal laziness and engender
discipline. To focus the Will on one’s true desires, in the belief, gathered
from experience, that this maximized and makes happen all those things
that one wants in every area of Life.” Like a burst of air loving me. Where
the spectacle gave me something to fight against, the Temple ov Psychick
Youth gave me a path to build the skills and power to fight. It offered a
cobbled together magick via Austin Osman Spare and Aleister Crowley
through sigil work. Charging an object with your essence. A way to fight
against the infinite tsunami, always coming for us, that ends the world.
Fuck you, John of Revelations, eat the edge of my blade for your
destruction of sex magick. I believe in the real gods, that of Babylon, that
of the power of love. I create the hyper-sigil, an epic poem coming up and
blowing out the doors from the blank keep-sake of religious cowardice.
And now I have The Slip, my epic poem that would remove Ezra Pound
from his Cantos and fight the war of the imagination with us, without
heroes, without genius or saviors. I ask you, “What do you want to be and
why haven’t you done it yet?”
With the hair of my head and my pubic, my blood, spit and cum.
This bringing about the way to understand Babylon and the Library of
Sirius, where the collective unconscious of the universe relegates its books.
I will find gnosis, letting go into galactic sexuality with Babylon, through
the edges of Chapel Perilous. It is through the chaos, the undifferentiat-
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ed maelstrom of possibility (stolen from John), the pillars between the
Situationist International and the Temple ov Psychick Youth. That’s where
you’ll find me, that’s where you’ll find us. We, the children of Babylon,
linked together.
It is my dream, my goal, my pleasure of the last ten years to
détourne, to relinquish the power from Pound and his misunderstanding
of the dangerous occult forces that bred the Thule Society, the Nazis.
Those who would murder others because of their differences, the Jewish
people, Roma, disabled persons, the Queer community, must be turned
inside out. I have taken every idea and stanza, twisting it out into chaos,
creating a form of resistance to fascism through it. The blue rose (healing)
in the steel dust. I believe in abscience, the prescient ability to feel and be
of absence, letting go the lust of result. I am an Abscient Magickian of the
Potlatch Discordian Network.
PDN. John, Mandy and me. A movement, an opulent ceremonial
feast at which possessions are given away or destroyed by an interconnected system of individuals aligned with the Discordian movement. “When
the world is saturated in spectacle, beauty and meaning are acts of rebellion.” This is how the love for each other is a magickal act. Intimacy is the
revolution you’ve been waiting for. I have and do sit in my little room,
surrounded by the wreckers of civilization, scouring over the ruins, picking apart the connections, moving my sex with Babylon.
For when we fuck the gods, we create new gods.

An Excerpt from Canto 110: Against Falling Poison
thy quiet
house over
a portal
ishtar gates
blue filter
space and
we are on our own
to craft hope
as a series of reliefs
the sockets in
stone tunnels
connecting the chapel
to the library
the abscient
limbs
a crooked
staff swing a sky chart
from the deaf
stars all
creation model
and fires that speed
the battle of your life
battles swallowed
in the set forward
my tuft leather
white fuck for you
dolphin wave crest
a wake point
in our qwingdom
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slow roll into
the spaceship
this nostromo
a move on
the elderly scale
exultance
without the four
horse
ceremonial
half-turn
before
the lit
apocalypse
like
a spit take

maybe
you’ll see
me on
the seawall
waiting
for a set
of stairs
to walk
me back to
lethe
the acorn
enters
the arena
upgraded
and glitched
out joy
bombs

we our
your future
story
we will
reboot
the chora

acid bubblebath
another cum taste
welcome to
the hacienda

slip
from the
spectacle

the ceremony

and migrate
off planet

ridgely
hustles harder

imagine it
keep
imagining it

this is pdn radio
this is
reflect stare
power house
for your soul
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give it
the ghost
to let go
with a wind up
and a sway
to the tower lover
and the need
to evaporate
the god
of fluidity
and the god
of
intimacy
hum the
spark
as sirius
galactic
sex
ownership
is not love
love is
the law
under
true will
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Three Poems
gin hart

fortune good goes the wheel
pinned open and tickling
i can feel each tendril
and here it is: my wrinkling brain
		
my goddamn efforts
			

holy holy holy

					i want,
					
in the grass, you,
					
big against the sky
				
				

your tap shoes are shiny
est on the crush of my rib		

				

but ooh

		 i eat your pet caterpillars from a ziploc baggie
		 rub my guts on your lawn and shellac them
		 dead blood not fruiting,
					fruiting never
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i chew hard nature’s death
		 					
smells, smile
					
		
one big empty glisten,
							fruiting never
				

that’s just laughing crawling thru a hole

					
					
					
					

even kicked, the animal
bellies up to to say i am safe
i dominate the world, i let it kill me,

							as thumbs cross
							 pressing spot
						
still and all
							
i am safe
			
i see you! you knife licker :)
			
you who carry a thing
			
for striping lines
				
in the shape of
				
yesGod
					
X mark on my belly, here, turning
						
slow-slow as gold can be

flat flat flat flat flat
test hole in the several
galaxie. ln i dream
in and of my gushy
murder house. tn
my wings will click,
spread ruby or
silver,
		
whatever
		 ur allegiance
		 is mine
when belly
,itself a lion,
bulges some
to stone
form
sip
wring the rag
and brace
the limb
keep hum
we’re rawing space
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i see him years later
we hug i guess we are
comrades i guess
it is fine

cry mosh
i need
1. stillness
2. a control

			
			
			
			

gently silvered near ceiling
the sky’s a good kiss
more with me than mouth
watching him watching me
being scary
flop my whole stupid body off the play tower
to try how it feels to be brave, almost breaking my neck
				
a near miss, i mean inches
				
my sexy sexy sexy
				
graceful land
				
to live
				

he is feeling sporty and i am feeling dead

						
when he won’t take me home
						
when i say but i want
						to go home
				
				
				

too drink for crotch rocket
both if fuck him cause i’m
tired and he doesn’t try

							kind of funny

War,
that fallen language:
when i roll through the lane
at dusk stay out of my way

						paranoid
						for the rest
						of my life
			

it’s a circle

the sun rises south –
next time it will zoom
straight up, disappear
for a week!
				
				
my old woman blurs
				
cross the wild big empty
				
rub my eye for a lash
				
but it’s stuck
						
granny help!
				
				

thwack me with birch, roll me in snow
breath, please wash me ghost clean

every feeling has its phantom
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Just Because Your House Had
a Name Does Not Mean It Was
Cool to Be There
Turner Canty

interested in the straightforward routine of using your house’s color, or
your street’s name, or some obvious landmark or feature. In my book you
lose points for this. I personally prefer the more free-associative lexicon of
punk house names. Here are some favorites:
-

David Blaine’s The Steakhouse (NYC)
The Totally Intense Fractal Mindgaze Hut (Oakland)
Human Flesh Body World (Portland)
Deep Thoughts (NYC)
Ottoman Empire (Chicago)
The Meat Factory (Portland)
The Mitten (Philly)
Magic Lanes (Seattle)
Trumbullplex (Detroit)
The House that CD-Rs Built (Boston)
Life Changing Ministries (Oakland)

What is it about punk houses? Are they gross? Yes, most of the time,
yes. Do they have to be gross to be a punk house? No, there are clean
punk houses. Does a punk house need to have a name? Definitely, I think
this is required.
As the habitat for punk houses shrinks in many urban areas, I am
troubled to think about a time when punk houses in neighborhoods like
West Oakland, where I currently live, won’t exist anymore. In general,
having shows at your house has gotten harder and harder in the age where
you need a decent credit score and a large deposit just to live in many of
the neighborhoods where punk scenes once thrived.
For me, I originally associated the term “punk house” with the
East Coast. I think the first punk house I heard about was Pirate House
in DC, where a few Dischord bands lived. I had already known about
houses that had punk shows, many of which I attended, but this was early
in high school and mostly these shows were at my friend Marty’s unremarkable basement. It wasn’t until I moved to Portland, OR later in high
school that I started going to shows at real punk houses.
I don’t even remember the names of a lot of these houses. Over the
years I’ve been to at least three called the Yellow House, one of which
still seems to be operating in Oakland, and at least two I know of called
the Pink House, and several called Bathhouse (or Bathhaus if that’s the
vibe). While this naming convention is fine for practical purposes, I’m less

OK so some of these names don’t necessarily roll off the tongue,
but I think the signifier needs to be a bent a little bit from the signified.
Sadly, most of these houses are now closed, including Human Flesh Body
World, where I was lucky enough to attend their last show in which they
raffled off much of the art and memorabilia from the house during the
night. Items included a giant foot sculpture, a few maidenly busts, some
swords, strange VHS tapes, and other shit that had clearly been on the
walls for several years gathering detritus. The people who received these
items looked so joyful, as if all their student loans had just been forgiven.
“Damn,” I said, kicking the dirt as I left. ”If only I had bought more raffle
tickets!”
The DIY atmosphere of the punk house as a place to create music,
practice a punk or punk-adjacent lifestyle, or explore a new ethos is a
blessing for those who need it. The ability to rename and remake your
house, your utopian manor, in any way you and your roommates see fit
is often liberating and can lead to some great long-term art practices. I
remember going to one punk house with a unique mermaid theme, and
another named “Earthsea” which as you might guess, was devoted to
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celebrating Ursula K Le Guin. But just because your house had a name
does not mean it was cool to be there.
For every great, interesting, fun, and enjoyably dirty punk house,
there are countless ones that are covered in animal hair, broken dishes,
cigarette butts, and some combination of fleas, lice, or bedbugs (somehow, I avoided exposure to lice and bedbugs by some amazing luck). I’ve
seen this in every part of the country and spent many hours in houses too
filthy to comprehend. I think each region of the US has its own flavor.
Punk houses in the Pacific Northwest always seemed to have electrical
problems, while on the East Coast, the summer swamp rot vibe was more
commonplace. Many times, I spent nights in large, confusing, and astonishingly filthy houses while on tour and thought to myself “if I can just
make it through the night, I will wake up tomorrow and be fine, and I
will never have to come back here again.” Notably, during a recent stay in
a house in L.A. I woke up only to see by the light of day that people had
been putting wads of gum on the ceiling right above the weird little nook
where my girlfriend and I had been sleeping. We spent the next night in a
hotel.
Even though spending significant amounts of time in punk houses
can be hazardous, by and large my experiences hanging out in them have
been enjoyable and occasionally quite fascinating. From 2009-2010 I
spent a lot of time in a house called the Meat Factory in Portland. The
Meat Factory had a constant rotation of bands living in it. Some of them
more punk, like White Fang, some more psych-rock, like the Grandparents. Nobody gave a fuck and I would get up in the morning to someone
blowing bong-smoke in my face, which seemed fine until I realized it
was going to happen every day. One evening we did all the dishes to clear
space to make a decent meal, but after the meal was over no one wanted
to do the dishes or clean up, so everything ended up in the sink and the
cycle continued. Oftentimes, it felt like any endeavor that didn’t involve
partying succumbed to a certain type of inertia. The single bathroom in
the house was crammed with found art that was somehow covered with
dried shaving cream, and someone was fixing/deconstructing old Casio
synths that were slowly accumulating in the basement. Still, for the most
part, staying at this house was a good time. They had good parties, fun
shows, interesting drugs, and plenty of couches to sleep on. I bonded with

many close friends there. It seemed like the developmentally “healthy”
thing to do at that time in my life. Weren’t all these new experiences doing me good? Who knows?
Anyway, back to the names. At some point it seemed that I too
needed to live in a house with a name. My roommates and I tried pitching names to each other, a conversation that went something like:
“What about Sunflower house?”
“What about the Caboose?”
“What about the Dollhouse?”
“What about Wayne’s World?”
“What if we called it Myspace?”
It seemed like it never would stop. So instead we did the thing which I’ve
protested against and simply named the house after the street we lived on:
1st Street. That was it, and in the end it was fine. Actually, it was pretty
good. At least we didn’t call our house “the Caboose.”
Naming your punk house, and thereby claiming it as a space to do
punk things, is a great construct that should never be taken for granted.
If you start a punk band with your roommates, boom: it’s a punk house
now. You can call it Ratbutt, or Wash-tub, or Goldilocks or whatever the
fuck you want. I advise that you spend as little time as possible on this.
The important thing is that you got the house. Maybe you want to have
shows, maybe you want to just be lazy as fuck. Good for you. Enjoy having more roommates than windows. Collect animal skulls. Dumpster-dive
a thanksgiving dinner. Only flush if you want to. Study the rental laws in
your area. Write a zine about it. Don’t let anyone take this special place
away from you.
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20 Reasons Why I Hate my
19-Year-Old “Post-Punk” Boyfriend

11. I say to him “sweetie—‘post-punk’ was a period—not
a sound—it included everything from folk to jazz to funk,
etc. You and all your friends’ bands only sound like U2 (see
reason #9). You bitches need to CALM DOWN” and then
he says I’m being mean to him.
12. He borrows my guitar tuners and loses them every show
he plays.
13. He borrows my chords and loses them every show he
plays.

Brontez Purnell

14. My bathroom sink is CONSTANTLY stained with black
hair die.

1. He’s younger than me.

15. Every record he wants to fuck to has synth in it—it was
cool the first 100 times—now it feels…uninspiring?

2. He’s skinnier than me.
3. He calls me “Dad.”

16. He won’t let me listen to Green Day’s “Dookie” in front
of him because he hates “classic rock.”

4. He smells like balls.
5. His balls smell like balls.

17. His friends refer to me as “that creepy old man he’s hanging out with.”

6. All his friends smell like his balls.

18. All my friends have fucked him.

7. He only owns black clothes.

19. All his friends have fucked him.

8. He refers to his band as “post-punk” but more accurately it
sounds like a pop punk band with a busted ass chorus pedal.

20. I can’t dump him cause he fucks too good :(

9. He refers to his band as a “post-punk” band but more
accurately it sounds like U2—specifically all the busted songs
on the “Joshua Tree” that no ones listens too.
10. He doesn’t know who U2 is (see reason #1).
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Invitation
and Excess:

A Provisional Ontology of
Hardcore
Michael Cross

Approximately 35 minutes into video footage of Bad Brains wholly
annihilating CBGB’s for the third consecutive evening over the Christmas
holiday in 1982 (an end-of-year victory lap to celebrate the unmitigated
takedown of NYC’s punk scene after releasing their eponymous debut
through ROIR in February of that year), the band launches into one of
its instant classics, “Big Takeover,” and the crowd loses it. It’s abundantly clear that the audience knows the tape by heart, and as a result, they
appropriately anticipate the jagged peaks of energy reverberating off the
song’s rhythmic crux as it drills through the club and out toward it’s apogee. As a result, anticipatory ek-stasis shudders through the throng in the
30 seconds of cresting tension produced by Dr. Know’s tapped-out tocsin
opening the track. For a moment, folks stalk around the stage, swinging
their arms in wide arcs, warming up their windmills and pogos, only to go
utterly apeshit when the rest of the band dives in.

Figure 1. Anticipatory ek-stasis
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However, long before the song begins, the division between audience and band has neatly narrowed despite the symbolic differential
manifested by the stage’s vertical elevation (a product of an economy
meant to deify it’s artists as salable, if physically impervious, virtuosos):
fixed subjects allow the stable complex of identify to evanesce as the band
adjusts levels (“put some bass in the monitors, a lot of drums”); band and
audience remain seemingly oblivious to each other in the anticipatory
seconds before joint pulverization; someone is pushed off stage as participants begin contorting themselves into physical manifestations of their
own trauma (discrete for some, more immediately ponderous for others);
within the first few bars, HR’s mic stand is on the ground, folks have leapt
from and mounted—leapt from and mounted, leapt from and mounted—the stage, and by the end of the tune, HR is writhing around the pit,
hammering the ground with his fist as the song comes to an abrupt close.
If you squint, reception and composition are entirely coterminous in the
production of the event: in the complex of immanent transcendence that
defines punk fervor, everything is everything.

Figure 2. Punk fervor qua somatic contortion

Over the course of three minutes, the space of the club has completely morphed into a single-minded organism, peeling back the grip,
finger by finger, of the capitalist chokehold: the complex manifold of the
club—including the world around it and even the mimetic reproduction
of the world in it—is left lithe and writhing; unhinged forms cross-cut
the chaos of this transient spatio-temporal gap, transforming enclosed,
subjective monads into discrete lines of flight composing the room rather
than merely occupying it. However, rather than view this moment through
the lens of the market (club books band for profit, band temporarily
survives well-documented internal strife, audience beats the shit out of
each other to remediate the epoch-defining violence of the Reagan Years),
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this moment is figured through its diagrammatic immanence: a geometry
of bodies suturing each other’s wounds in order to make something novel,
something that has the power to genuinely recast subjective flux in order
to ultimately determine new forms of becoming.

Figure 3. Unhinged forms cross-cutting chaos

I watched and rewatched this video with a student a few years back
while teaching in a local MFA poetry program. He was puzzling through
energy: how does the poet translate energy—the destructive, obliterating,
reorienting and recalibrating kind of energy—onto the static, two-dimensional surface of the page in such a way that the poem attacks “the real”
(and invites the reader into its assault)? And perhaps more manageably,
he wanted to understand how the poet rhetorically captures rage without
lapsing into mere pontification? He was writing poems that could easily
have been mistaken for Michael McClure’s work: long, snaking diatribes
of centered tercets with words capped to convey affective spikes in the
voice of the speaker. We sat down and watched this video over and over
again, driven by a shared, open question: What can poetry learn from
punk about the productive potential use of rage as an ameliorative in the
face of the deflating entropy that levels potential in the world we most
miserably occupy? What is the nature of “force” in punk, and how can we
effectively translate this energy into a poem that serves merely as invitation or interface for a kind of cooperative engagement between audience
and artist?

I’d like to treat “hardcore” (and I use this word precisely as an
intermediary for all forms of aggressive, “heavy” music sharing a kinship
with metal, punk, sludge, grind, etc.) as a microcosm of a kind of creative
ritual meant to invite reception into the process of construction in order
to punch an active, productive hole into the dessicated husk of necrosis
that doubles as our market democracy. The hardcore show is a kind of
punk mummers play designed to exorcise and remediate the collective
trauma of 21st-century life, perhaps most akin to an “escrache,” or a
form of collective and performative shaming, in this case, of capitalist
notions of “progress.” By approaching hardcore performances as crucial
collective rituals meant to disrupt the calcification of “World” (a word I
use to refer to the complex interface of solipsistic entanglement, taken as
a phenomenological given in order to organize diurnal experience: what
might be referred to, at least as we experience it in real time, as “the real”)
in an attempt to more closely align with our ownmost relationship to the
real-Real (the void?), hardcore is less an aesthetic frivolity than a means to
a more authentic expression of humanimality.

INVITATION
Hardcore shows announce their ontological purpose by intentionally
closing the gap between composition and reception in the ritual performance of collective catharsis and toxic remediation. While CBGB’s is a
venerated institution—moreso in punk history than perhaps any other
venue (excluding the regional exceptions that intimately shaped individual
punks: The 7th St. Entry, The 9:30 Club, The Crocodile, The 40-Watt
Club, The Empty Bottle, The Smell, 924 Gilman Street, etc.)—like any
club intending to profit from hardcore curation, it, too, pandered to the
trappings of capitalist spectacle: the doorman, the formal soundcheck,
security, the elevated stage, the coraling of the audience into 4th-wall-style
submission. But even here, in 1982 at CBGB’s, the room immediately
transforms into a single, convulsing complex with a shared and sole purpose: puncture a hole in “World” to see through to the real-Real. While
there’s always a separation of roles in ritual practice, the roles themselves

Figure 4. Scissor kick as cooperative engagement
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remain fluid and can change based on the exigencies of composition.
Take, for example, the likely-apocryphal legend of HR’s early stage antics
with Bad Brains: the story goes (at least as I’ve heard it) that the band
often paid a faux vocalist to start the show, only for HR to bumrush
the stage and commandeer the mic, physically rehearsing the audience’s
imperative to narrow the space between composition and reception by
relinquishing the band’s unwanted “authority.” Whether or not this story
is true, and I highly doubt it is, the point is that the distance between
audience and band was immediately defenestrated. In the capitalist model
of the spectacle, the good attendee is corralled into designated “safe spaces” (after paying for entry, removing all illicit material from one’s person,
and proving legality by showing pertinent forms of ID). Security ensures
licit behavior throughout the show, and once the lights are up, the crowd
leaves single file with the incorporeal evidence of having been “transformed” or, at the very least, “entertained” (though promoters attempt to
make the incorporeal “event” manifest through the sale of merch—t-shirts,
records, posters, and other artifactual evidence).
However, in the unsanctioned under-dwellings of hardcore (the
warehouse, the basement, the house-party), the venue mostly side steps
these obligatory sanctions to ensure the most immediate and collaborative ritual experience possible. The unsanctioned space often lacks a cover
charge and caters to all-ages, purposefully and usefully establishing an air
of danger and unpredictability that requires full participation from the
audience. The trappings of the club that serve to abstract the audience
from the ritual are, for the most part, usefully immobilized and deactivated. The mere lack of a stage allows for participants to play an immediately
horizontal (or perhaps even “horizonal”) and egalitarian role in terms of
the exchange of force and power, so that all participants, in the end, play
an equally important role in the production of surplus energy outside of
the trappings of capitalist reterritorialization.
For decades, hardcore bands have attempted to annul this abstraction by refusing the trappings of economic legibility, for better and worse.
On the one hand, ardent independence affords a level of autonomy over
the production and reception of the work; however, like all artists flirting
with obscurity, this level of illegibility also effects the force of the live ritual. That said, this insistence on active passivity may manifest itself in the

positioning of the band itself in space, allowing the audience to mount
the stage, at the very least, while more actively setting up in the round,
handing the mic to the crowd, stage-diving, etc.—in short, those occupying roles of power must abnegate that force, or at the very least share it,
with the other initiates of hardcore “violence.” We see alignment with the
spectator, too, when the band defends its audience from over-eager or unapologetically aggressive “security” policing practices, or halting the ritual
entirely to ensure the safety of an audience member. Further, bands may
even establish productive, if abstract, rules to ensure the success of the collaborative ritual experience (Bikini Kill’s “all the girls to the front,” etc.).
In the case of Bad Brains at the height of their power(s) (when “PMA,”
or “positive mental attitude,” was specifically intended to act as a countermeasure against capitalist influence over the ritual performance), while the
stage may be elevated, that distance is narrowed as fans indiscriminately
mount the stage to dance, sing into the mic and jump into the audience.
In fact, HR traditionally played at least part of the show from within the
audience; Black Flag vocalist Henry Rollins claims that the very moment
he became “punk” was when, as a young man, HR leapt on top of him
at a show, only to pin him down to the floor to shout lyrics into his face
(“HR was so close I could smell his breath…That was kind of the start of
my life”). At this moment, HR’s generative rage was for him, it was shared
with him, and it was in this collaborative experience that Rollins formally
accepted the mantle of his station: he understood the radical power of
the form. As a result, the hardcore ritual requires a high level of collaboration, which can be terrifying (because entirely undermining the “truth”
of World), surprising (due to the novelty of co-composing alternatives to
World), exhilarating (as it can be utterly transformative in disrupting the
status quo of World).
While I could catalogue my own transformative, if somewhat
sketchy, moments (i.e., Zeek Sheek throwing cymbals directly at audience
members’ heads throughout the course of a warehouse show in Oakland),
I’m reminded that the invitation into the ritual requires a high level of
confidence, competence, and responsibility that is sadly lacking at many
of these events. In order for vulnerable audience members to participate,
they bear the burden for both the success and safety of the ritual. Especially at “unsanctioned” events, the very same forms of violence, intimi-
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dation and domination that define World can appear, undermining the
ritual with retooled forms of misogyny, bullying, homophobia, transphobia, sexual violence, etc. It is precisely the risk of hardcore that ordains
the ritual with newfound power; however, it is also the responsibility of
the audience to “police” itself to varying levels of success (creating rings
of safety around fallen audience members in the pit, holding up found
personal items—wallets, glasses, shoes—for bruised attendees, setting
up communication chains to ensure that audience members, especially
women, arrive home safely). This added responsibility complicates the
experience of participating in the ritual, especially in its most productively
anarchic state, but it is in this state of surplus that the ritual attains its
most generative form.

Figure 5. That was…the start of my life

EXCESS
What’s perhaps most imperative to the success of the hardcore ritual
is the production of surplus energy that can effectively escape the clutches
of capitalist reincorporation: the production of what Deleuze and Guattari call “permanent revolution” through perennial deterritorialization.
The goal is to produce something different, something bigger—when
arranged in a productive constellation—than each of the event’s constituent parts taken individually. The event itself is frankly immaterial outside
of the experience of occupying the space of immanent transcendence. The
point of the hardcore show is participatory and collaborative co-composition, experienced in situ, which exceeds the solipsism of listening to music
alone. Audience members expecting the rote performance of a favorite record are often overly conditioned by the expectations of reception aesthetics, yielding their more active role in production. In terms of the hardcore
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ritual, the audience expects the band to entertain, yes, to “play the hits,”
perhaps, but also to experiment, surprise, astonish. The collaborative
sum of physical, affective and intellective experience exceeds the kind of
encounter that is solely determined through the consumption of marketed artifacts. And while the “produced” consumable can certainly lead to
collaborative and productive engagement in the future, the manifestation
of this collaboration is of a different order than the hardcore ritual, often
remaining entirely ontic. Here, I refer to all manner of fan engagement
from collecting (the record collection, t-shirt collection, poster collection,
etc.), “covering” (the “cover band” phenomena, or else individual artists
expropriating favorite songs in order to recontextualize them within their
own projects), writing (music journalism, live blogging, etc.). That said,
it is through the lens of the live performance that the audience is invited
to take part in making something new, in excess of the mere economy of
consumption that is the product of processing the hardcore show through
a capitalist lens.
At the hardcore ritual, every participant contributes in her own way,
conditioned by her desire and abilities. For some, this may mean a more
physical experience of the music that allows for a kind of aggressive remediation of World-domination, as processed through the “safe space” of
the ritual puncturing of phenomenal disclosure. Given the unspoken (but
well understood) rules of the ritual, hardcore participants can safely assume that co-conspirators will support them when leaping from the stage
or being trampled in the pit. The violence that is a product of bodies in
collision is a mode of physical sacrifice that, in good Batiallian fashion, is
fully about the destruction of capitalist excess: the internalized, toxic and
violent internalizations of capitalist culture, remediated either through
the force field of “PMA” or what some might deem productive “nihilism”
(which is truly only nihilism from the perspective of said capitalist excess).
One can generally suppose that the violence of the pit is contained by
its own form of collaborative and productive logic, in which participants
try (but certainly don’t always succeed) in promoting a kind of contained
ritual violence that carefully delineates between what is ultimately destroyed and what is retained: collaboration and construction through/as/
by destruction.
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While the ritual certainly comes with its own set of expectations
(i.e., merch is a crucial component for all invested parties, despite its role
in capitalist economies: selling artifacts allows the band to travel, perform
and perhaps live off the production of these artifacts, while the audience
itself uses them to establish forms of allegiance and political positioning), participants in the ritual are not assigned stringent roles: they are
given the freedom to participate as they please, which may see audience
members adopting more or less active roles in the collective production of surplus energy. While some may simply reproduce more-passive
consumption by merely “listening” (and this form of listening may only
appear passive, as it could lead to further production outside of the space
of the ritual by inspiring future artmaking or political activism, or solidifying personal, subjective choice: i.e., going “straight edge”), others may
play any number of roles: communicating with the band from the pit in
the form of verbal or symbolic encouragement (“devil’s horns”); offering support to other ritual attendees by attempting to shield or catch or
otherwise engage with the audience itself rather than merely the band, etc.
There are no compulsory forms of participation in order to orchestrate the
excess of the event. It’s surplus, and what participants do with it (including destroying it), can take any number of productive and destructive
forms, which makes the hardcore ritual a genuinely collaborative—completely unpredictable—experience that requires that the audience engage
in any way that feels comfortable and “pro-ductive.” And this is precisely
what is meant when an artist claims that an audience is “dead”: it refuses
to collaborate productively and falls back into the passive, receptive mode
of participation that is promoted by that other manifestation of excess:
capitalist passive receptivity which makes of the audience a mere catch
for marketing, fungibility and salability rather than an immanent form of
composition with its own plasticity and grace.

In this way, hardcore plays a crucial if somewhat obscured role in the
productive, destabilizing economy of art making. Capitalist productivity
has every reason to attempt to suffocate it’s radical potential by reterritorializing its excess, which is often too tempting a proposition for some
bands; however, the effects of “selling out” have historically neutralized
the radical power of hardcore by sieving force directly from the wellspring
of collaborative expression. Bands with integrity who have, nonetheless,
perched atop the industry’s razorwire without totally succumbing to its
logic have done so by attempting to organize their business practices using
the lessons of the hardcore ritual as a blueprint (think here of Fugazi, in
particular). Producing and maintaining this excess of invitation before
the market’s gaping maw without succumbing to its appetite requires a
clear sense of what hardcore’s excess is for, and in the melee of the ritual,
it becomes clear that it is precisely the role of surplus to act as aural ipecac
to keep the ritual one step ahead of its foreclosure.

Figure 6. Talking back as surplus energy
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I’m Crazy and
I’m Hurt
Ted Rees

I worry when I write about punk rock as a poet.
I worry because I don’t really listen to much punk music any longer,
and I worry because this fact makes me feel like a fraud when I do write
about punk music. This feeling of being fraudulent to punk makes me
spin out in any number of directions, and I begin questioning whether I
should even write about myself in such a manner any longer, since I am
ostensibly not very punk at all.
But eventually, I settle on the fact that punk introduced me to
radical politics and a vision of the world that messily commingles blunt
nihilism and anarchistic idealism, and I begin to think of myself as a punk
again.
And then there are the people whom I consider my friends.
There’s something about living on the margins and trying to escape
the yoke of capitalist hegemony that brings people together. It is more
than solidarity in the traditional labor-centric sense of the term, and it
is more than a bourgeois affect of shared values or ethics. It’s certainly
more than the radiating echo of laughter outside of sweaty, mold-filled
basements or warehouses, and I hope it’s more than a bunch of dirty kids
getting fucked up and throwing shit at each other.
It might be about a striving toward liberation, a desire for a timebased leisure, a yen for an existence beyond the prefab hell culture that we
see swallowing so many people whole. I want to think of the punk life in
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this way—we want something better, but not in the horror-show of white
picket fences or luxe apartments. We want the time that the rich have, but
we don’t want to squander it simply accumulating objects or experiences
as if meaning was superfluous. We want to deliver ourselves from mental
slavery without listening to Bob Marley.
I hesitate. I hem and haw. And finally I decide to write, after writing
and deleting and rewriting the phrase several times: we want total freedom. It is impossible, but it’s what we want.
Yet because of this impossibility, inevitable problems arise, most
notably the pain of understanding this impossibility and comprehending
the world’s complicity in creating this impossibility. And thus many of us
experiment with any number of methods of dealing with this pain, and
some of us lose ourselves in our methods.
I’ve never tried heroin, though there have been times that I’ve wanted to because I’ve been desperate to escape the pain of impossibility. Yet in
the strangest of contradictions, punk brought me into this impossibility,
and punk also saved me from escaping the pain of this knowledge.
Let me explain.
I’ve never tried heroin because I was once a singer in a band. We
were all very young, but we sounded pretty good, and played some shows
in Philly and its suburbs in the late 90s. Older punks compared us to
Agent Orange and early Black Flag, and we did a really shredding cover of
the Misfits’ “I Turned into a Martian” at the end of every set we played.
There were four of us in the band, and eventually our drummer Pete
and our bassist Luke confided that they weren’t really interested in playing
punk music any longer, leaving Rafe and I to form a new group and move
on. Eventually, Rafe and I stopped hanging out, and I formed an entirely
new short-lived band that was a bit more post-hardcore in its sound.
Meanwhile, unbeknownst to me, Luke had gotten deep into drugs.
He was always a bit of a pothead when we were in the band together, but
he’d gotten involved in the rave scene after the band split, and I guess he
found heroin there. He overdosed at school at 15, went into a residential
treatment school and got clean, and was going to community college and
working part-time when he overdosed again right after his seventeenth
birthday. I found out when I ran into Pete at the local video store. I
missed my tenth grade history final to attend Luke’s memorial service.
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It turns out that Luke had stayed punk, in some way, and had been
overwhelmed by the pain of the impossibility of this world.
I’ve written about him throughout my life, but I still don’t know
whether I’ll ever fully recover from Luke’s death because he was the first
friend of mine to die. I’ve done a lot of drugs in my life, but I’ve never
touched heroin because I remember how I couldn’t breathe when I found
out about Luke’s passing, how I still cry when I cross certain intersections
or venues where we hung out or played shows, how I’ve kept a non-playable tape of our band for years because he handwrote the track-listing on
the label and it’s the last object with his impression on it that exists in my
world.
The pain of loss compounds the pain that already exists, and neither
is easily balmed.
But because I was in a punk band with Luke and because we lost
him to his pain and his desire to be free from that pain, whenever confronted with rigs and spoons I’ve always taken a pass. That doesn’t mean
that I haven’t been tempted, and that doesn’t mean that I judge those who
do not or cannot take up my same subjectivity. We all want total freedom,
and it takes some of us different paths and many attempts to get to a place
where we can make peace with the torment of our impossible position.
I just wish so many of us didn’t have to die to get there, and that means
you, Luke,
and you, Barker,
and you, Kai,
and you, Mowgli,
and you, Chris,
and you, Yasha,
and you, Emma,
and you, Shitboy,
and you, Oren,
and you, Grant,
and you, Will,
and all of you, all of my dead friends, my beautiful friends who died
with needles in their arms whom I love and thank for helping me understand what total freedom means to me, and how I’ve arrived in peace and
sit staring at impossibility, like, “What next, fucko?”
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own lives.
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Contact us if you would like to be part of our ever-expanding team of
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support of your surrounding community.
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